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BRITISH NATIONAL
GLIDING CONTESTS

- 1961 -

Best Wishes to all
Competitors and Teams
for an enjoyable and

successful occasion

JUST WATCH THOSE- -

S'KYLARKS !!

SlingsbySailplanes Ltd.
KIRBYMOORSIDE, YORKS

"Pioneers ,of British Gliding"
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W odd's Biggest Gliding Contest

FROM the 13th to the 22nd of May, every British gliding enthusiast will be
at Lasham, either in body or spirit. Between noon on the 13th, when the

Championships are due to be opened by the Minister of Aviation, Mr.
Thoroeycroft, and the afternoon of the 22nd, when our new President, Lord
Brabazon, will present the prizes, the great questions will be decided. Is
Smith, or is he not, a better pilot than Jones? Which is the better sailplane,
the Olympia 419 or the Skylark 3? Does the latest gadget give one an
advantage over the rest? Do hearts of oak still beat in the breasts of retrieving
teams? Does the new handicapping system work; ditto Ann Welch's crystal
ball: stands Lasham where it did, secure in our hearts for ever?

It seems clear that we shall break our own record, and that the 1961
Nationals will again be the largest gliding meeting which the world has yet
seen.

At 10 a.m. on Friday, 19th May, our Patron, H.R.H. the Duke of
Edinburgh, is to honour us with a visit, arriving by helicopter. During the
course of the meeting, many other distinguished people will also look in.
They will find a height of enthusiasm, a single-mindedness of purpose,. an
intensity of friendly competition, a spirit of adventure, and an integrity which
makes the British gliding movement a model for the world. For we have done
all this ourselves,. without costing anyone else a penny.

We welcome all our visitors; we hope they will like what they see.

A New Flying Trust

A NEW fund has been created by the Society of British Aircraft Construc
tors, in association with Shell Mex and RP.., Ltd., to help private

flying. It is intended to replace the Kemsley Flying Trust, which is no longer
able to make loans, and its primary purpose is to make available to flying and
gliding clubs and similar organisations long-term loans at low interest rates
for the purchase of aircraft and essential equipment, and for the provision
of essential facilities.

The Fund of £100,000, which will be subscribed to by Members of the
Society and by Shell Mex & RP., will be dispensed on terms which differ
little from those of the Kemsley Flying Trust, and which have worked so
well over the fourteen years during which it operated.

A Committee of Administrators has been appointed. They will meet
every month for th€! purpose of considering applications for loans, and
enquiries regarding applications are to be addressed to the Secretary of the
Fund, Mr. Basil Meads, at 20a, Grove Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire.
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National Championship,s 1961
by Ann Welch

T HE 1961 National Championships are
being held at Lasham from 13th to

22nd May. Up to the closing date on 27th
March, 112 entries had arrived for the
absQllI1e maximum number of lOO places,
and the very great problem of soning was
begun. Such a big entry list creates several
problerns, even provided that the site and
surrounding countryside are suitable. These
include:-

LAUNCHtNG.-Getting 100 gliders off
precisely to time at I!-minute intervals will
take 2t hOUTS. Since the Championships
are divided into two Leagues which are
marked differently, thcis does not mean that
the first glider will have 2} hours advantage
OVer the last to be launched; but it does
impose a conside'rable strain on the
launching organisation, particularly as
regards tugs. It is firstly vital to have an
adequate ratio of tugs to gliders. Theo
retically it would seem necessary to have
only a small reserve, provided that the
turn-round time of each tug is not greater
than the launching interval multiplied by
the number of tugs. In other words. the
first tug must be ready to tow again without
a gap of greater than 1~ minutes being
created. In practice, what happens with a
lengthy take-off period is that tugs run
short of fuel, and pilots get tired. There
must, therefore, be enough tugs so that
they can all be taken out of the system in
rotation for refuelling and change of pilots.
In addition, of CQurse, there is the real risk
of increasing unserviceability towards the
end of intensive competitions. A rough but
good working ratio is 1 tug to 5 gliders, and
the size of the entry is dependent on this
being realised.

WEATHER.-This is, naturally, quite an
imponderable. Luck with the weather
means that 100 gliders can have satis
factory flying; bu.t poor weather, particu
larly the sort that perks up only for one or
more short periods, may mean that even
one League, if it is large, will be frustrated,
as tbere are too many gliders 10 .get ,,"way
in the. good spell. It is, of oourse, helpful if
the two Leagues are of different size.

SAFETY.-The biggest worry is the risk of
collision. Unfortunately there is simply no
information, statistically or otherwise, to
which one can refer for guidance on the
number of gliders it is safe to fly together.
In World and National Championships
varying between 50 and 80 gliders there has
never been a collision. On the other hand.
it only requires two gliders to have one~
Obviously the chance of random collision
must increase as the number of gliders
increases, but actual collisions between
gliders have always occurred when there
have been relatively few of them in t):le
vicinity, or even with the only other glider
in the air at the time. 1111 big competitions,
rhe risk of collision is a real one, and pilots
are fully aWare of i·t and take extra pre
cau tions; nevertheless, it is difficult, eVen
impossible, to know, from the point Qf view
of safety in this respect, what is a safe
maximum number.

In accepting or refusing entries, I am
sure that one of the most important
qualifications to be considered is experience
of flying in big competitions. Those, how
ever good as soaring pilots, who have not
previously flown in company with more
than a few other gliders, are at a dis
advantage, and this could become
d.angerous if combined with a not very
great experience of cross-country flying and
all that this involves. Weather permitting,
the tasks set will aim at separating the two
Leagues to the maximum extent in both

"There I was-at 30,000 feet!

Fortunately, I had a
'WINTER' Barograph"

U.K. PRICE, Dun PAID, £37.16.0

Thermal Equipment Ltd.
33_ ECCLE5:rON SQUARI. LONDON. S.W.!
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See Ken Ftipp ct Lasham for
10 YEAR IflSPEcnONS
C, OF A. OVERHAULS • REPAIRS
MODIFICATIONS • RE-SPRAYING
FUU B.G.A. APPRDVAL

s,~H.t/,.A,~wn At.r~ s,trvi~t$
LASNAJII AIRJlILD. A&.TOM. H.....TI.

Phone: Herriard 359

time and space. But if there is poor weather
for sev:eraJ days on end, this intention may
be difficult to achieve.

NON-FLYING WEATHER.-This is always
a, lurking problem. In the past we have
been lucKY, but the thought of nearly 500
competitol'S squelehing about in mud for'
10 .days is almost too awful to ,contemplate.
It IS only to be hoped that everyone brings
plenty of good books as a precaution.

This year there are to be some differences
in the scope and scoring of the Champion
~hips. First .of all,. there ~i11 be no longer
Just one NatIonal Champion, but two the
Open Class Champion and ,the Standard
Class Champion. They will both be drawn
from !he League 1 final placin~, one b<:ing following an unforeseeably fOf~unate launch
the Winner, and the other haVing to obtain time., These pilots may well be those who
80% of the marks to become a Champion. in the normal course of events, would ~
If, as it the more likely, an Open Class w;:lI -down the list. If they can pick up
glider wins, then the highest Standard Class 1,000 points, while other and better but less
glider must obtain at least 80% of its luck)' pilots achieve zero, they could reach
marks. In this o,yay it does not matter how an unassailable position and win even
mally Open Class gliders are above it in though their subsequent flying was only
placing, nor even if it is the Only Standard mediocre. With the reduced maximum
Class glider in League I, since thegl,ider is value for poor days, this is not likely to'
not having to beat othors of its, class so happen. At the time of writing it looks as
much as achieve a suitably high score. The though the new system will be having a trial
20% latitude it is aJlowed could be likened run at the Easter Rally at Sw-anton Morley,
to a handicap bonus of this value in respec't and it will be interesting to see its effect. '
of its span restriction. There are, in fact, a The objects, as far as task-setting is
number of Standard Class aircraft in conoerned, for the two Leagltes wm be the
League 1, and a most interesting contest same as previously. League I wi.ll be given
among them should result. League I will tasks of World Championship standard
be marked as a single group, and then a wh~never possible, and League 2 oppor
second list made, by separating out the !umties Cor G?ld and .Diamond flights, or,
Standard Class scores. If the weather IS not thIS good" then, I hope,

The main differences in the marking plenty of both speed and distance flying.
system are tbat the maximum value of a I hope, too, that the weather will allow the
contest day has been changed from 100 to establishment of a big task/little task
1,000 PQints, and that the value of a day rhythm in each League, so that one League
will vary and be dependent on the number has an early briefing and a big task followed
of pilots who score on ,that day. If fewer the next day by late briefing and a small
than 20% ,core, then the day will be void' task, while the other League does (he
if 20% only 'score, the maximum poin.t~ opposite. In this way it ,is possible, once
available for the winner will be 200. If 60% again weather permitting, to get the
or more score, the day will be valued at maximum flying for everyone, without
1,000 points. In between, the value will undue fatigue of pilots and crews.
increase in direct proportion. The object I think that this may have to be the last
?f,vatying lhe maximum number of points National Championships in ,England that it
IS In order to red.uce the element of luck on is possible to enter without flying in
marginal days. On those days in which the qualifying competitions. Looking at the
opportunity to get away is either small, or vast sheaf of entry forms, perhaps the most
less than expected: from the forecast, a stimulating thing is the numbers of really
situation can arise in which only a relatively fine gliders that ha",e been acquired by our
small number of pilots do so because they non-subsidised, private enterprise, nearly
were lucky in being in the right place all voluntary movement.
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FRED SLINGSBY
FRED Slingsby must be one of the most

widely loved people in the world. The
reason is simple: apart from being a most
likeable man, his talents have led him into
founding in this country, and bringing to
success, a finn whose products have given
immense pleasure to thousands of people
in a quarter of the countries of the globe.

In the First World War he served in the
Royal Flying Corps as a gunner and once
had to land his aircraft when his pilot had
been killed, for which feat he was awarded
the M.M. The war over, he joined the
family business at Cambridge, but after a
few years the individualism which is the
core of his personality decided him to set
up a small business on his own at Scar
borough, mainly to make and se)) furniture.

But all his life he has fizzed with ideas.
Scarborough lives by its holiday-makers,
and the City Fathers were always looking
round for attractions. In one of the parks
is a large ornamental lake. Sling had the
idea of making a fleet of wooden model
ships and staging mock naval battles. The
battleship was large enough to fit over the
upper half of a man standing in the middle
of the shallow lake. The operator (Sling),
by means of large numbers of wires and
fireworks, was able to stage the most
realistic and bloodthirsty frays, with ships
finally blowing up and sinking all over the
place. It was a glorious success,

In 1930 came an explosive rash of
gliding clubs, equipped with Primary
gliders and no knowledge whatsoever as to
how to operate them. Few clubs survived:
those that did generally owed it to having
attracted at the start some outstandingly
dogged character. In February of that year
Sling started the Yorkshire Club, one of the
parents of the present major club, owning
for all time the beautiful site at Sutton Bank.

The B.G.A. had invited Kronfeld and
Magersuppe to give demonstrations in the
south of England~ when these were over,
the Yorkshire Club invited them to Scar
borough. During his demonstration
Magersuppe wrecked his Professor in the
sea. The Club retained him as instructor at
£10 a week, and during this time Sling and
he explored Sutton Bank and gave a
soaring display there in 1931-

During this year Sling built himself a

Falke, a Gennan strutted single-seater with
swept-back wings and marked stability
characteristics. On its second flight it was
stalled and smashed by a club helper.
Unperturbed, Sling repaired it and entered
it in the B.G.A. meeting at BaJsdean in
1931, at lreleth (Furness) in 1932 and at
Huish in 1933. At the Ireleth contest
the Falke won several prizes, one when
flown across country by Mungo Buxton.
It was also seen and loved by Espin
Hardwick, who persuaded Sling to build
him one. This was delivered in 1933, and
Sling soared it at a site Espin had in the
meantime found called the Long Mynd.

This was the spring-time of British
gliding: acorns were planted which blos
somed into sturdy oaks in the future years.
Within two years Sling's enthusiasm had
met that of Hardwick and Buxton (who
then fired me); he had started the chain
wllich led to the Yorkshire Club at Sutton
Bank, whilst Espin had done the same with
the Midland Club and the Mynd; and he
himself had half-unwittingly started on the
road which led to Slingsby Sailplanes.

When in 1934 Mungo BuxtoD started to
design Hjordis, the first British high
perfonnance sailplane, and .asked me to
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share it with him, we both agreed to ask
Sling to build it.

On one of our visits to Scarborough to
watch its progress, we all by chance met
Major J.. E. D. Shaw, and from this stemmed
the establishment at Kirbymoorside, where
he lived, of Slingsby, Russcll & Brown, and
then Slingsby Sailplanes. Sling became
Managing·Director of a firm owned by a
wealthy man, a local landowner with many
and sudden enthusiasms, and a finger in a
great many peculiar pies. It would have been
all too easy to stray from the path he had set
himself and to have diverted his and his
company's energies into the many side·
tracks which 'weT'e pressed ,on him from
time to time. But he stuck to his purpose
with a dogged tenacity and integrity which
won him the admiration and affection of
Shaw and his associates, and after Shaw
died in 1955 they agreed at ~Iing's request
with the.plan to bring the Company into the
orbit of the newly"created Shaw-Slingsby
Trust which, as a Charity, now ensures that
its profits will go to the permanent support
of the British gliding movement.

Since nearly everyone who reads these
lines will know him, it 'Seems unnecessary
to describe him~his large kindness, his
quirk of dry humour, his fund of common
sense which has acted as a beacon in the
world of gliding which is full oItheories and
ide~s ranging from the sublime to the
ridiculous. His make-up includes strands
ofartistic sensibilities and sensitivities which
contrast surprisingly with his down-to-eanh
approaches to the problems of the business.

He has had much to do with the develop·
ment of Kirbymoorside from a remote rural
village on the edge of the moors to a small
but' thriving i.ndustrial commuuity, for
Slingsby Sailplanes is probably the largest
employer in the district, and many folk have
worked with him all their lives.

A trip to Kirby, a·taste of the hospitality
and kindness of Fred and Fluff, his wife, a
visit to the works and all the beautiful
aircraft taking shape inside them, is one -of
the special pleasures the gliding fraternity
is heitto.

For thirty years he has worked single
mindedly to express himself and for our
enjoyment and nOw he has given his life
work to us. Small wonder he has won the

. respeCI, admiration and ll-ffection of gliding
folk the world over.

Meteorology

for

Glider

Pilots

To meet the ~idespI'ead demand
for a comprehensive treatise on
this subject, the author, who for
some years has been an aviation
forecaster, advising those engaged
in championship gliding in this
country, has written this book
both for self-tuition, and for use
with lectures and short courses
on meteorology, which are be
coming important features of
gliding dub activities.

Illustrated ;with diagrams
and photographs

25.~. n.d

Write for details of our other
aeronautical publications to:

.JOHN MURRA,
$0 .UbelUarle Sh-eet,

London. lV.1
PmLll" -WILLS.
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WORLD'S HEIGHT ~ECORD
by Paul Bikle

On 25th February Paul F. Bikle,flying a Sclnveizer 1-13£ sailplaneFom Mojave in California,
reached 46,267 ft. absolute altitude in a wave, beating the previOlls single-seater record of
42,looft. set lip in 1950 by W. B. Ivans at Bishop, 150 miles to the north. After an aerotow
to 10,000 ft., Mr. Bikle sank fO 3,964ft. a.s.l. (1,560 ft. above grollnd) before making his big
climb, so his gain of heighf, 42,303 ff., consfiflJfeS anofher world record, beafing bofh S. H.
Georgeson's 34,000 ft. climb in New Zealand lasl December and S. Jozefczak's 35,760 ft.
climb in Poland in January (described in fhis issue). In reply fO our reqllest for more defails,

Mr. Bikle has kindly sen} fhe following lerrer.

1·N response to your question about the Examination of the barogram did not
type of lift used at low altitude, I am not show unusually high rates of climb, the

certain that it should be described as wave maximum ~eing about 2,000 ft./min. I have
lift, but it was definitely associated with the experienced much better conditions at
wave. The lift was marked by a band of moderate altitudes near 30,000 feet while
dust rising from the ground similar to, but flying from Bishop.
not as spectacular as, the condition seen in My oxygen equipment was quite similar
the Owens Valley. The ground elevation in to that used by most of the others flying in
the valley under the point where I contacted the wave including Ivans, Edgar and Betsy
this lift was about 1,900 to 2,000 feet, so Woodward on their altitude flights. It was a
that my height above the ground was about low-pressure system using a pressure
2,000 feet. This was not in the Owens demand mask and regulator such as those
Valley but almost at the extreme southern used br fighter pilots at the end of World
end of the Sierra Mountains. War 11. I had no pressure suit. Yes, I have

The mountains in this area are not had considerable altitude experienc~ while
characterised by the smooth slopes of those flying in service aircraft and have had
farther north, but are broken with many ample opportunity to test myself in altitude
valleys and o;;anyons. Nor are tbe peaks as chambers. Although it is not desirable to
high. Although there are a number of try to fly at these heights without a pressure
peaks over 8,000 feet, I would estimate the suit or cabin, I did not detect any particular
average height of the mountains to be difficulty from this source. Actually, I was
nearer 6,000 or 7,000 feet. I have reference so cold (minus 65°C. outside air tempera
to the general area west of a line running ture) that I could not pay attention to
north from Mojavc to Inyokern. One anything else.
would not normally sus~t that this would •••
be a particularly good area to try for In addifion fO fhe abolle, we are indebfed to
maximum altitude. However, two years Mr. Lloyd Licher, of fhe Soaring Sociefy of
ago, Mancuso had reached an altitude of America, for fhe accompanying map and for
37,000 feet even farther south over Mojave a preview of an article by Mr. Bikle fo be
at the extreme end of the mountains. published in Soaring, from which tlte

Even though the wind was from the west following addifional information has been
at all altitudes, the primary lenticular condeflse.d:-
formation was aligned almost N.E.-S.W. On the day of the flight, lenticular cloud
at an angle of perhaps 30° to the local development to the north at nOOI) had
mountain ranges. The lenticular was also spread to the Mojave area by 2 p.m. when
quite far bal>k from the highest peaks a large, slIarply defined lenticular could be
(about 25 miles) and was very wide (about seen about 25 miles N.E. of Fox Airport,
15 to 20 miles). I made no meteorological near Lancaster, Mr. Bikle's home. He took
measurements, but Harold Klieforth tells off at 2.55 p.m., released in lift below the
me that data he has gathered show nothing southern end of the lenticular, and worked
unusual in the way of winds, except that north, gaining 500-600 fL/min. He then
the velocity remained high to altitudes well encountered sink, but noticed sand rising
above 50,000 feet instead of falling off from the ground near a dry lake, and
rapidly above 40,000 feet as is usuaIIy the reached it at about 2.500 ft. above the
case. ground, though stiJI in sink.
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While looking for a Jafldin'g area, he could be stayed in by flying at 50-60 m.p.h.
encountered extreme turbulence and then on a 2800 heading.
got into steady lift of approaching 1,000 From 35,000 ft. upwards the rate of
ft./min., which was confined to a narrow climb diminished to less than 500 fL/min.
band. Above 15,000 ft. lift became smoother at 43,000 ft., then seemed to pick up again.
as he approached the base of the lenticular, At 45,000 ft. on the altimeter Mr. Bikle
one or possibly two miles back from its opened the brakes and made for the sink
leadil1g edge. At 19,000 ft. he tried flying area behind the wave. At 35,000 ft. during
forward but the lift diminished, so he slowed the descent he observed: "To the east and
down to stay in maximum lift, heading south a whole series of lenticulars extended
about 2900 in a wind of 60-65 m.p,.h. as far as I could see in the direction of

At 25.000 ft. the canopy and double- Phoenix and Tucson. These did not seem
vision windows were almost covered with to be associated with particular terrain
ftost, but sunlight showed he was above the features, but seemed 10 indicate a con-
first lenticular. Climb was fairly steady at tinuous wave was being propagated through
between 1,000 and more than 2,000 ft./min., this part of the air mass." He finally landed
and the lift area was fairly extensive, and about 2 hrs. 10 mins. after take-off.
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Without so much as a heave, it tows a glider cleanly and easily. Inside ... room for you
and five others like you-or for three in the front and 5 cwt of bulky kit in the back;
room to' lie at full stretch if the mood takes you. Two-litre engine. all·round visibility.
heater, air-eonditioner-the lot. All in a car that looks like a million, drives like a
powerful dream and is miserly on petrol. Come along and boggle at it in person.

VANGUARD LUXURY SIX
ESTATE CAR £JlJ4.9.2inc./Qx

Berkeley Square Garages
LIMITED

London, W.!. GRO 4343

exClusiVe~a~ area dealer!>
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R.A.F.G.S.A. Practice Week
by Wally Kahn

First Day, Saturday, 25th March
There was a strong westerly wind

blowing at 20 knots and the task set was
a cross-wind race to Lasham, 40 miles to
the south. Going was very difficult for
most of the way and only three pilots
completed the task, one other scored and
ten failed to score. Fastest time was put up
by Wally Kahn; second was David Ince
and John WilIiamson third. Andy Gough
landed at Shinfield, a distance of 24 miles
from Bicester. Due to the new daily factor
in the marking system the top man was
awarded 286 points instead of the maximum
of l,OOO points.

SecOIICI Day, Monday, 27th March
On this day there was a strong north

westerly wind and the t,ask set was ,a goal
race Bicester-Andover.Lasham, a distance
of 60 miles. Again the going was very
difficult and on many occasions the pilots
were forced to slow down or even hang
around a particular area to wait for the
weather to clear ahead. Paddy Kearon put
up the fastest time with Gough second,
Kahn third and Don Spottiswood in the
Eagle fourth. No other pilots reached
Lasham, although four others scored. A
number of pilots, including Ince" John
Willie and David Cretney, did not fly on
this day due to other engagements.

Third Day" 'Tuesday, 28th March
An easier task Was set in order to

encourage the unsuccessful pilots of the
previous two days. I t was also felt that a
downwind race would show how much had
been learnt about racing techniques by the
League Two aspirants. The wind was just
north of west and a race to Debden, a

~
ee-,... ". distance of 60 miles away, proved possible

Bl,:[oifR._~ .]:'5' ,*,_~SorH for all but one pilot. As it turned out the
h'it&,o.""",G.n'ii

7
' 'Du.StAbl. '1 wind was only slightly cross and speeds to

H"SlID the goal varied from one to 21 hours. Inccex'''1f 'HALT"" • completed the course in one 'hour exactly.
G...ts';! """""",,.,, Williamson and Kahn took one hour eightj 7~ ~,. minutes with Gough fourth and Kearon

l' ',", ,-:."', t'" fifth. Most pilots had some difficulty in

"

\ "d"S ':'t recognising the goal, as it ",,:as under .a
" fFLiGHTS FROM RAJ BIC[STER cloud shadow for most of the tIme and thiS
I .._ ....1 EASTER 1961 meant that final glides were not at all easy.

~~~''''''J,0~ b ' w~'n j Kahn, in fact, started his final glide into
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A TEN-DAY practice contest was held by
the Royal Air Force <Jliding and

Soaring Association from 25th March to
3rd April 1961. The object was not only to
give the team members some more com
petition practice but also to select those
pilots who will represent the R.A.F.
Gliding and Soaring Association in the
National Gliding Championships flying in
League Two.

The team selected to fly in League One is:
Sgt. John WilJiamson-Olympia 419.
Group Captain "Paddy" Kearon-Sky-

lark 3;
Sgt. Andy Gough-Qlympia 460;
Flt.-Lt. D.avid Cretney-Skylark 3;
Wing-eommander Joe Croshaw-Sky.

lark 3;
Flt.-Lt. George Coatsworth-Dlympia

401X;
Squadron Leader Lindsay Baylcy

Skylark 3;
FIt.-Lt. Ron Dunn-Dlympia 460.
All pilots and crews assemi:>Ied at R.A.F.

Station, Bicester, which is about 14 miles
north of Oxford. The ground organisation
\Vas again beautifully organised by Squadron
Leader Norman Maygothling, and the
Chipmunk tugs very ably controlled by
FIt.-Lt. BeBe S/1larman. The weather
lorecasting w,as most efficiently carried out
by Paul Emery of the Met. Office, and he is
certainly a met. man to gladden the glider
pilot's heart. Task setters were again David
Ince and Wally Kahn. It was decided to
adopt the marking system as laid down by
the B.G.A. which will be used during the
Nationals.



This book is a must for yOU!

JOHN SIMPSON

John Simpson has been active in gliding for
25 years, and has made over 4,000 flights
with pupils. From this experience has come
this invaluable book. Howa glider flies, early
flying lessons, weather, how to stay up, cross
country flying and building a glider are only
a few of the subjects fully covered,

Published by

Stanley Paul

From any bookshop
Illustrated 12s.6d.

~,..

TACKLE GLIDING THIS WAY
Stansted by mistake and Kearon did the
same into Bassingboum before both of
them realised their mistake.

On our return from Debden the sky over
Bicester from north to south was a perfect
text·book wave sky. The most magnificent
lenticulars were to be seen as far as the eye
could see. A number of pilots were towed
off but only WilUarnson was able to use the
lift and climbed from 2,000 to 3,000 feet.
staying airborne for over two hours. Both
John Willie and David [nce (who had been
ordered to land by his wife using a glider
trailer radio set, as he had a bath booked in
the Mess) reported that it was extremely
turbulent. So much so, in fact, that John
called up David and asked him to fly near
him in order to look at John's 419, as he
thought that the excessive vibration might
have been due to something flapping on his
glider.

Al the start of this day the President of
the R.A.F.G.S..A., Air Chief Marshal Sir
Theodore McEvoy, who is now also our
new Vi'ce·President of the B.G.A., paid us
a visit. Immediately on arrival he was
strapped into an Olympia and was soon
soaring happily over the site.

Fourth Day. Frida~', 31st March
This was to be a most frustrating day.

Paul Emery had forecast a westerly wind
with difficult conditions which improved as
one went into East Anglia. The various
fronts which had waved around us for the
past week were still waving, and as it
turned out the weather remained pretty
duff all day. As it was Trevor Ware's
birthday he was allowed to go off first to
attempt the task of a goal race to Swanton
Morley. "x"' was again 20 miles and this
proved impossible to reach for half the
pilots.

Most pilots completed two and even
three cross-countries during the day and it
was very important to get the glider back
to Bicester as quickly as possible in order
to give the pilot another start. Kearon,
Gough and John Delafield scored early by
landing at Cranfield on their first attempt.
Ware landed near the line north of Cranfield
anq Cretney crept over "X" by half a mile.
Williamson, after a 12-mile cross-country,
landed beyond Cranfield, and Kahn, after
one 12-mile and a six-mile cross·coun~ry,

took off five minutes before the last take-off
time at 4 o'clock, and by finding two '
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thermals managed a final glide into Cranfield
in rain, during which he had crossed the
M.I at a very, very low height indeed. He
was almost fined for crossing from one lane
to the other in an unauthorised place.

No-one else scored that day, which meant
that under the new marking system Ware
scored 800 points for five miles to count,
Williamson 640 for four miles, Kearon,
Gough, Delafield and Kahn 360 for two
miles and Cretney for t a mile. It was
obvious that ground-to-air radio was of
tremendous help for this sort of activity,
and one can only hope that a transistorised
light-weight set will soon be available to us.
One delightful expression which one heard
on this day was: "Let us rush back for a
re-light," which in non-service jargon
appears to mean "have another bash".

April Fool's Day
At briefing Paul Emery produced a

beautiful chart which had everyone fooled,
and his explanation of it, which was carried
out with a poker-face, was so very con
vincing that the task of free distance with
the carrot of Gold C's to Cornwall was
accepted by everyone.

Pilots were busy taking notes of the most
outrageous windspeeds, thermal conditions
and other details, quite oblivious to tbe fact
that outside the window rain could be seen
falling and the 8/8 cloud cover was thick:,
dismal and quite useless! No flying on this
day.
Sunday, 2nd April

After delayed briefing it was not possible
to set a task, and so the afternoon was used
to carry out comparison flights between the
Skylark 3 and the new (third model)
Olympia 460. The 460 appeared to be as
good as a Skylark 3 at all speeds and seems
to be a very delightful aeroplane to fly. It
will certainly be worth watching in the
National Championships.

Lessons learnt from this practice contest
were that the standard of flying in the
R.A.F. has gone up appreciably, that the
characters in the R.A.F.G.S.A. are first
class types, that the beer and bar in the
Windrushers' Clubroom is beyond reproach,
that clear Fablon is wonderful for sticking
on to maps so that one can then draw lines
on it, and finally that Mamie Sharman is a
Great Girl for typing this account of a very
enjQyable ten days.

R.A.F. BICESTER: ENTRIES AND SCORES

I 'I IsI ! 2nd I 3rd 4th IPlace Pilot Glider Day', Day Day Doy Total
~I:- I' -J---~'--

I W. A. H. Kahn Skylark 3 286 I 890 846""~ 2382
2 Sgt. A. Gough ISkylark 3 42 902.5 786 360 2090.5
3 G./c. N. W. Kearon Skylark 3 0 1000 643 360 2003

1__4_--l_S_gl_.J_._S_._W_i_ll_i3_ffi_s_o_n__ Olympia 419 266 --=--~I~ I~52

5 F./L. D. Spottiswood IEagle 0 842.5 I 52S 0 11367.5
6 S./L. E. T. Ware Olympia 0 0 512 800 1312
7 D. H. G. Ince Olympia 419 284 - 1000 0 1284

,__8__:--F_./_L_._A_._L_ov_e_lan_d •I__O_ly_m_p_i_a_4_60_~ __0__1_0_7__5_29_~_6_36_~

9 F./L. L. Kurylowicz Olympia - 30.5 I 538 I 0 568.5

~? ~·!Jt·. ~.~o~~ley gl~~g[~ 460 g g ~~ I ~ ~
12 F./O. J. Delafield Olympia - - I - : 360 360
---:--~-------+-- -:-' -~---

13 F./L. F. D. Cretney Skylark 3 i 0 - 1 - · 80 80
14 F./L. R. Taylor Olympia I 0 61 0', 0 61
15 F./L. G. McA. Bacon Olympia 0 45.5' - I - 45.5
16= F./L. E. Clarke Gull IV I 0 - -' 0 0
16= F./L. R. Dunn Olympia 460 - - I - : 0 0

NOTE.-A dash signifies that the pilot did nol fly that day; a zero that the fhght earned
no points.
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We look forward to seeing you at Lasham on 13th and 14th May
BRITISH OXYGEN AVIATION SERVICES~
Brldgewater !"louse' Cleveland Row' St. "'a..,es's . London S.W.1 \~



Winter GUiding in New Delhi
by Michael Pertwee

are somewhat restricted. The average is
about four hours a day. On Tuesday there
is no flyini and On Wednesday you can fly
from dawn to dusk.

There are about 200 members, most of
which do not appear to be very alrtive. With
the limit of 45 minutes for local soaring,
there seem to be fair shares for all.

The machines consist of T-21s, Grunau
Babies, Olympias, a docile and IighHo
handle- German two-seater-the K-7, a
rather heavy-looking Indian two-seater,
and a Polish two-scater.

A visitor like myself is merely asked to
submit to a couple of check flights before
being given free rein. _

Launching is efficiently and briskly
carried out by winch-a single strand cable
with, J am toll:!, a short life and a tendency
to break.. You get 900-1,000 fl. in the
Olympias.

Now I come to something which may be
old hat (Old Turban there) to some readers..
This is the invalual;lle assistance given by
the thousands of hawks who are honorary
and honoured. members of the club.

Before the first flight of the day the skies
are clear. But, within moments of the first
launch-as if fmm nowhere-the hawks
swoop in to join the glider in its search for
lift. This is a thing to note.. At this stage
they are seeking help from you and oot vice
versa.. Try a few turns in sink and they will
wheel away disgusted and find .something
OD their own.

But, before very long, literally hundreds
of them are in the area alld they are

I NEA'RLY started this article by saying that
while in New Delhi over Christmas f

decided to combine business with pleasure
and join the local gliding club. But since.
I went to India to get married this might
have been misunderstood by my bride.

I actually discovered the existence of the
gliding club on the first morning of my
honeymoon, when I stepped on to the
balcony of my New Delhi hQtel to see a
T·21 apparently about to land on my head.
I watched it land half a mile away and
joyously informed my wife that 01:1r
happiness was now complete. There was.a
gliding club ten minutes from thecentte of
th~ city! Shl." received this news witlT noble
restraint and a marked Jack of enthusiasm.

Regular readers of this magazine may
remember an article I wrote four years back
on the difficulties of getting airborne in an
Italian gliding club (including the obtaining
of a certificate of Good Morals from the
British Consul).

No such difficulties arise in India. You
hurry to the club, where you are receivc;d
with Interest and enthusiasm, You fill up a
remarkably brief fonn. (I had no papers
with me.) Then and there you pay the
equivalent of 2$. 6d., which entitles you to
a temporary membership. This alIo....'S you
25 flights of a maximum of 45 minutes
duration, each flight at the price-wait for
it---of Is. 3d. a launch!

Mathematicians will swiftlycakulate
that it is thus possible to have some 18
hours of soaring for a grand total of about
£3.

Winter flying conditions in Delhi are such
that a moderately experienced pilot !Jas
little difficulty in achieving something
approaching this figure. Every day is a
sunny day with temperatures in the low
70's. The nights are cold. at around 40-45
degJ'ees. Fr.om about midday, dry thermals
are popping up all over the place. Heights
of 1,500 ft. at lift of between 3 and 6 ft. per
secOlild are difficult to miss. Stronger stuff
taking you up to 4,000 ft. is fairly common.

The club uses one of Delhi's civil airports,
which appears to have little or no traffic
during the gliding hours. It shares time
with the Auxiliary Air Force and a local
flying club. Therefore its hours of activity
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OBITUARY

BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION,
LONDONDERRY HOUSE.

19 PARK LANE, tONDOf4, W.1

Plotting Tape
Indispensable for pilots flying io the

Nationals
Specially printed for glider pilots

Books, Magazines, Ties, and Post
cards will be obtainable from the
B.G.A. stall at the Nationals.

New Edition 0,/

On Being A Bird by Philip Wills

Because of the large demand for this
popular b<i>ok we hav·e printed a new
edition, which is larger, stronger
cover and has larger type print.

Price only ]'6d.

WILLIAM DOUGLAS
".rn.LJAM Douglas, who died on 26th
,.,. Febnlary,began gliding with the
l.1!~ter Club in 1931, and subseque:l1tly
ViSited several clubs and competitiQns in
Eng land as assistant to the late WilIiam
Li~dell. He also spent a short period at the
SlID gsby works. DUring the last war, and
for some time afterwal'ds, he served as an
A.T.e. Gliding Instructor with Northern
Ireland Command.

His J1eady handiness with aircraft, and
lon~ experience of cars and trailers, was
most usefult~ the Ulster Club. While flying
at the Magilligan Site on 15th June 1947
in a Club Kite I, WiI1ie Douglas established
an Irish Duration Record of 6 hrs. S6 mins.
He retired from actual flying shortly
afterwards, but cl!lntinued to help the Ulster
Club by often taking charge of its ground
organisation, to the delight of the members
present. He was also active with Shorts
Club for a considerable time. In the summer
of 1958 he accompanied William LiddeLl to
the Long Mynd and assisted;as winch driver.

CARL A. BECK.

invaluable. One's first action on release
must be to search out the largest collection
ofsoaring birds and make straight for them.
They never fail you. Neither do they get in
Y0l!r way. They seem to welcome your
arrIval and get Into formation with you.
Art odd thing I noticed was that although
their performance is a good deal better than
yours, they have no desire to show off.
Once you ~re with t~em they seem to prefer
to keep WIth you. Thus they gain on you
and then seem to wait for you to join them.
They will fly up to 3,000 ft. with you.

Eagles will also do the same, but go to
much greater heights. At Poona one glider
pilot I talked to was joined by a large eagle
who got into formation with him about
3 Ct. off his winglip and soared to Just over
10,000 ft.

No one denies the usefulness of the hawks
for local soaring, but, without exception
all pilots insisted that it isa fifty-fifty
partnership and that the birds consider the
glider pilot a most useful ally.

As with gliding clubs anywhere, one feels
immediately at home and the casual chatter
could be taking place at Lasham or Dun
stable. There are the odd little differences,
of course. The Chief Instnactor is treated
wit~ ~reat respect and called "Sir" by the
maJonty of members. His discipline is
strong and he will ground a. man for a day
without hesitation for making a low turn.
Mr. Nehru is a keen supporter of the move
ment and comes for a joy ride whenever he
call-and recently suffered a cable break.

The inevitable crowd of onlookers is also
rat~er different. Ragged men squatting on
theIr haunches; ,a man with a performing
bear or another with a plaintive playing
pipe and performing snakes.

Also, one must not be shocked by the
spectacle of the equivalents of Wally Kahn
and Lome Welch walking and talking
to'gether holdi1f[f hands. This is something
one sees everywhere in India. Recently I
was stopped by two irr.pressive policemen
who ticked me off for photographing in a
forbidden place. They arrived. reprimanded
me and walked away without once letting
go of each others' hands.

It is a long way to come for a little gentle
Ibcal soaring, but, as B.O.A.C. gliding
enthusiasts and people like myself have
discovered, it Js ....ell worth while if you are
there. For one thing it is lovely to know
almost for sure that to-marrow's conditions
are going to be just as pleasant as to-day's.
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South African Safari
by Anne Burns

escape and the rough air restriction goes
by the board. Conditions vary a lot even
over a few days; my 3OQ-km. triangle and
out-and-return were flown in clear air
thermals (maximum height 17,800 ft.
absolute in an evening thermal!); in both
these flights the wind was having a notice
able effect, the into-wind leg in the triangle
taking some 50 per cent longer than the
others and the outward leg in the put-and
return taking nearly twice as long as the
return. The 200-km. triangle was flown on
a day with cumulus doud and the main
hazard was over-eonvection. This can
occur very rapidly in South Africa over
large areas, and I was nearly caught out on
the last leg which was flown in completely
dead air.

Flying was very enjoyable and exhilara
ting on all these flights and made more so
by the presence of soaring birds, both
vultures and storks. The only exception
was perhaps the out-and-return south to
De Aar; no birds flew there and only dust
devils enlivened the arid red landscape
which, with its black rocky kopjes. looked
more like the back o( the moon that the
South African veld.

Frlday the 13th
I had every intention o( keeping out of

thunderstorms when flying in South Africa.
For one thing, it was not my Skylark 3, and
one could hardly overlook the sort of
damage hail could do, when the sailplane
already had a large patch on tbe canopy
where a lump of ice had come through in a
big chopper. Then, south African thunder
storms can be quite ferocious, and I was

Closed Circuit Flying probably thinking as much of my own
It would be somewhat uninteresting to safety as of that of the sailplane. Thus my

describe my closed circuit flights in any encounter with what turned out to be quite
detail. The impression one gets is that a oonsiderable-sized chopper was IUlpre
everything is scaled up, except for the meditated and somewhat adventitious.
thermal cores and landing field. Visibility I am not sure whether it was because it
is terrific-one can see 'all tuming points of was Friday the 13th, or whether we were all
a lOO-km. triangle; one operates over a a trifle exhausted by the succession of
wide height band, say, 3,000 to 9,000 ft. champagne dinners (champagne by courtesy
above ground; lift is strong, 2 to 3 m./sec. of the Savoy Hotel, Kimberley), but there
disappointing, 5 to 6 m./sec. more usual. was a marked reluctance to fly that day. It
Occasionally the downs can be devastating, was not until a light liquid luncheon had
so that one puts the speed up to 110 kts. to been consumed that a stalwart band of
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F IRST of all I should like to say how
enormously indebted I am to Boet

Dommisse. In many ways the records
flown by me in South Africa are more his
than mine. He was the moving spirit behind
the whole undertaking and he provided the
practical means in the shape of one of the
best equipped Skylark 3's I have ever seen,
together with trailer, car and crew. His
generosity in lending us his sailplane is all
the more remarkable when it is appreciated
that opportunities to fly from Kimberley,
where the desert-like surroundings provide
such wonderful thermal conditions, are
limited tQ only a few weeks in the year.

Besides all this, Boet was responsible (or
a lot of imaginative preparation: the
triangles were already marked on the map,
seven different forms waiting to be filled in
according to .the type of record, and the
chronometer calibrated~ When it came to
flying, there was Beet, with his vast exper
ienGe, ready to decide with uncanny
accuracy the appropriate task for each day
-a by no means easy matter in view of the
somewhat sketchy met. information. True,
he required co-operation from pilot and
weather; I for one felt I did not dare to let
him down and I think the weather must
have felt the same! I am indebted, too, to
many others who helped in a hundred and
Qne ways: to timekeepers, tug-pilots,
fillers-in of documents, those who did the
photographic work and surveyed the
courses, and particularly to our fellow
pilots whose hospitality and advice, not to
mention their cautionary tales, made all the
difference.



This was the Mayoral champagne party at the airport during which Denis Burns arrived in the
dusk from his world QUI-arrd-returrr record.

helpers wheeled the "bird" out at the end of cloud seemed an attractive proposition.
the runway. Ground temperature was now Slowly I climbed up to cloud base, about
some 104°F. in the shade, and the cumulus 10,000 fL a.m.s.l., to find the cloud had
cloud which had started at luoch time was become very extensive with rain and
showing considerable vertical development. lightning erupting out of its rear end. The
The task was to be a lOO-km. triangle and lightning was rather too close for my liking,
it was ()bviousfy high time to be off. Fate so I scuttled off west to a much more
interven:d, however, with a three-quarter- modest-looking cloud with an interesting
hour delay, while a Viscount landed, was top at about 25,000 ft. (all heights are now
"turned round" and took off again in given above sea level). Lift was much more
leisurely manner (airliners and sailplanes 'powerful under this cloud, about 5 m./sec.,
seemed to mix quite happily at the airport). and. in no time at all the cloud was dipping
Meantime we cooked in the car and some- down all round to envelop me. There was
what despondently watched the over- little time to change my mind now, although
development of the cu. the blackness of the cloud and the noise of

At last the coast was clear and John Hugo the rain gave me an inkling of what I was
heroically climbed into the now almost in for. Inside, the rain soon changed to
red-hot Super-Cub and we were away. hail. As advised by the local pilots, I
There was still a chance that a couple of checked for size by drawing some pellets in
good climbs in cloud might make th.e throl,lgh the clear vision panel; they were
triangle possible, provided the turning small and easily squashable with water
points were not obscured by rain. The inside---called graupel by the eJtperts. I
startin-8 line was crossed, but the nearer have yet to find out what one is supposed
clouds proved unco-operative and I was to do if one draws in a handful of "golf
soon crawling back to base with nothing balls".
but a low point slightly under 700 ft to my So far so good: the horizon was humming
credit. reassuringly, the demand oxygen only re

It was still very hot and a cool-down in quired the mask to be hitched up-no
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cocks to fiddle with, and the smooth lift
was gettjng stronger and stronger. There
were no signs of lightning or thunder to
worry about, but a distinctly unpleasant
electrical charge was building up on the
metal parts. Gingerly I explored the dive
brake handle, and metal bottom of the
stick. Both show(:d an unpleasant level of
tingleness, while· the rudder pedals were
giving off a successjon of quite painful
shocks, forcing me to lift my feet off the
pedals from time to time. Perhaps there is
something to be sajd for the old-fashioned
wooden pedals!

At 25,000 ft. we were still winding up at
about 7 to 8 m./sec. and I started to treat
myself to a bit of oxygen at lOO per cent,
switching back: intermittently to "normal"
to conserve the supply. After 32,000 ft. the
character of the lift began to change,
bea>ming more broken and very violent in
places. At a bit over 34,000 ft. 1 was
struggling to get the most out of a smallish
funnel of high-speed lift at 12 to 15 m./sec.,
just next door to which was a very nasty

down, when there occurred what I can only
describe as an explosion. I must have been
dazed for a split second or so, as the next
thing I knew was that I was flying straight
and level in smooth air. There was no doubt
in my mind that I had been subjected to
some form of induced lightning strike.
Quickly I checked oxygen and cgntrols. All
seemed well, but I had no intention ofstaying
in the cloud, a sitting target for such goings
on.

Setting course on my previously deter
mined escape heading, I soon emerged from
the anvil into a dazzlingly beautiful world
of deep blue sky and soft white clQuds.
(How innocuous one's cloud looks from
the outside!) 1 revelled in the sunshine,
getting pleasantly cool in my thin shirt,
while I tried to chip a tiny hole in the ice
on the outside of the canopy. There was
quite a lot of ice on the starboard wing (1
could not see the port) but the dive-brakes
came out readily enough.

Soon niggling thoughts began as to how
I was to get back. I had no upper wind

/Joet Dommisse and De~is and Anne Burns inspect the wing-tip damaged by lightning.
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municafions
UMITED@

NEW MULTI CHANNEL Y.H.F.
UGHTWEIGHT TRANSMlnER
RECEIYERS A.R.B. Approved

BE.255-116/132 Mc/s. complete kit. 5 Channels
immediately available. CryStals can be changed
while airborne. Size 11" x 7::" x 4r. Weight 8-lbs.
Transistorised Power 5upply-12 or 24 volts.
Fully tropicalised-.... R.B. Approved. In produc
tion and available at £136 7s. 6d.-Crystals extra.

BE.2S6.-A fully remote-eontrolled (cockpit
mounting control panel) version of BE.255 (116/
132 Mc/s) Fully' tFopicalised-A.R.B. Approved.
In production and available at £167 10s. Od.
Drive cable and crystals extra.

BE.219.-Single Channel VHF emergency T.R.
Completely reconditioned-E.I.D. release. 24 volt
aircraft power supply or emergency battery. Size
9r x "l* x 7*. Weight 9lbs. Price £90.

ANn "ice, an .ldlject to our :",,,al term. and condiUOII.
of sale

Enquiries Welcome CONTRACT SALES DEPT.
BURNDEPT LTD., ERITH, KENT Tel: Erith 33080

Make,. of
The SABRE U.H.F. SEA-AIR RESCUE BEACON
Now in production (or the ~oYII Navy, R0)'21 Air Foree and
th. Royal Netherlands NaY,.
and of
The T.A.LB.E. V.H.F. SEA-AIR 'RESCUE BEACON
In use b,. the Royal Navy. Royal Australian No.,., the Indial'
Navy and many Forei," Services
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Write to: Dept. SG., Inine Air Chutes of G.B. Ltd•• Letc:hworth, Herts.

forecasts, bUI the anvils on some distant which regarded me as a suspicious character.
storms showed little spread. There was Friday the 13th was now beginning to
8/8 cloud below with what looked like a hold sway: the telephone was disconnected
gap a few miles to the south. Gently I made and the farmer's car out of action. There
for this gap and spiralled down with dive- was nothing for it but a three or four miles
brakes out. A5 I approached, the gap walk to the next farm (this was the cattle
closed, but there was liltle risk in Jetting farm previously inspected). Here all was
down through cloud with such high cloud well and, together with the retrieving crew.
base. I broke cloud to find a dull world of we were most hospitably entertained.
rain and stonn. Some ten miles to the On de-rigging the glider we found quite
north lay Kimberley airport, or rather the a bit of minor damage to the top and
crescent-shaped sandpan on the southern bottom ply covering of the port wing. It
border, as the airfield itself was blotted out was punctured in several places as if by
by rain. I edged in, but soon turned back blows from inside. At the tip, where the
as the lightning seemed almost continuous. wi~ for the thermal snifter ends, a bit of

It would have to be a field landing. The panel was blown out altogether. The
choice lay between sheep or cattle fields, leading edge of the aileron was lifted and
both near farms, or a cultivated field in the the hinges slightly blackened. Perhaps
middle of nowhere. On closer inspection British sailplanes should have "wicks" as
the cultivated field looked rough, so I opted fitted in continental gliders, although I
for the sheep field and, after a somewhat understand some wicks did not save wing.
fraught approach over telephone wires in a tip damage from lightning in a recent
wind much stronger than anticipated, incident on a powered aircraft.
ground safely to a halt. The reason for this Thus ended a most wonderful fortnight
strong wind was soon apparent; no sooner with our gliding friends in South Africa.
had I landed than the storm burst over my We just cannot thank them enough for all
field. Crouching under the wing, and they did for us, and only hope that when
clinging to the dive-brakes white the rain they come to the United Kingdom we shall
pelted me with red mud, I was in no position ~ able to give th~~ som~equally enjoyable,
to make a good impression on a sheepdog If rather less excItmg, f1ymg.
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KEN FRIPP

GLIDING ENTHUSIAST PAR EXCELLENCE

GLIDING in this country is fortunate in
having a large number of "nice

fanatics", Ken Fripp qualifies quite easily.
At present he is Chairman, Managing
Director, chief shareholder and mast of the
staff of Southdown Aero Services, which
means that he repairs and maintains gliders
at the Lasham Gliding Centre.

He started gliding in 1930 when at the
. age of 14 he built a 20-foot span bipla.ne
glider. He persuaded his father to give him
a car launch with strict instructions to keep
going whatever happened. When he
reached his operating height of 15 feet he
found that he could not release. After
collecting the bits of his glider from a ditch,
he went home and started work on a "hang"
bipJane glider. He finished this design wben
he was 16, but suffered a wing failure on his
first flight.

Ken then decided that hll had better
learn to fly properly, and joined the South
down Gliding Club in 1932. In 1937 he
joined Short's in the experimental depart
ment and stayed the~ until the outbreak of
war, when he went into the R.A.F. After

the war he joined first Airspeeds and then
F. G. Miles. During the war he flew gliders
as an A.T.e. Instructor.

I first met Ken after the war when he
arrived at Redhill with the smallest 8-h,p.
van 1 have ever seen. Out of it tumbled no
less than 10 Fripps-two parents and c;ght
small ones. Ken had arrived!!

Ken worked on the K.l Crabpot and
many other projects. In August 1959 the
call of gliding became too strong for him
and he moved his family to Lasham. One
of his sons, Michael, works with him and
has just become fully qualified as B.G.A.
inspector. Ken himself is a Senior In
spector.

Last year he teamed up with an old
chum and bought the beautiful Weihe from
the Surrey Club. This he now flies when he
can sneak away from his workshops, where'
he and Mike are always busy with C's of A
and repair work. His aim is to expand his
firm, and he might even take on sub
contracting work for well-known Glider
Manufacturers. As a craftsman he is
superb; as a gliding type one of the best.
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R.A.F. WAVE. PROJECT

BASED on Carlisle, the first R.A.F. Wave
Proj«:t was held in March and April

1960, chiefly with the idea of exploring the
Helm Wind Wave in the lee of CrossfelI.
The highest flight, to 21 ,500 ft., was made
by Flt.-Lieut. F. D. Cretney in an atypical
Helm Wind, but many other waves,
particularly in the lee of the Lake District,
were explored as well, and on several
occasions waves were foutld when they had
not been forecast.

The so;ond R.A.F. W.ave Project has
lasted much longer. Starting on 19th
October 1960 at R.A,F. SilIoth, its base
was transferred to Crosby-on-Eden on 11th
December and it is still going strong as we
go to press; the present closing date is 23rd
Apri'!. Up to 8th Marcb, too participants
had flown 480 glider hours, and 5 gains of
height for Gold C and I for a Diamond had
been flown.

So far, the highest wave flights have been:
13TH FEBRUIl,RY,,-<Jrp, Capt. N. W.

J<,earon in Skylark 3b: reached 15,400 ft.
from a launch to 3,4ob ft. Lift was 6 ft.
per sec., but he had to break off the climb
because of oncoming darkness, though
there was a lenticular ::.rch overhead at
about 30,,000 ft. Tops of low lenticular

clouds. were at 5,500 ft. For 2} hours he
had been at about 7,000 ft. in company
with G. McA. Bacon and A. Eldridge in
the Eagle and C. P. Jeffery in an Olympia
2b. Wind from S.S.W.

14TH FEBRUARY.-FIt.-Lieut. G. MeA.
Bacon and Master Eng. A. Eldridge in
Eag!!:: reached 20,100 ft. from a launch to
4,600 ft. The flight is described separately.
This was the greatest absolute alti,tude
reached in Britain in a two-seater sailplane,
and the greatest gain of height, but the
latter did not exceed by 3 per cent the
record gain of 1..5,240 ft. set up by A. D,
Piggott and B. Whatley on 27th July J953
in a flight from Camphill in a T.21, so is
not recognisable as an official re\locd.

23RD FEBRUARY.-Corp. Tech. C. P.
Jeffery in a Skylark 3 reached 20,000 ft.
from a 3,000 ft. launch; M. Eog. A.
Eldridge in .an Olympia, 16,000 ft. from
3,200 ft.; Sqn. ldT. J. Lindsay Bayley,
flying an Eagle solo, 14,100 ft. fmm 2,200 ft.
WindS.E.

2ND MARCH.-Lieut.-Cdr. E. J. Robinson,
24,000 ft. from 4,000 ft. Greatest height yet
reached in a wave in the U.K. Wind W.
The barograph, being a 5,ooo-metre type,
only registered to 18,000 ft.

Highest British Two-Seater
by Flight Lieutenant G. MeA. Baeon

I SPENT a week in February at Carlisle with up on a similar flight with John WiIliamson
the R.A.F. Wave Project. During this the previous year. We were towed to 4,600

week several high-altitude flights were made, ft. by Sqn. Ldr. Maygothling and released
including two Gold heights (plus one abQut five miles S.1;. of Crasby (the base
without a barograph and one by a Gold C airfield of the project). I had some difficulty
pilot) and a flight to 19,900 ft. in the Eagle. whilst on tow telling whether we were in

The R.A.F. Wave Project is now in its wave lift, but eventually it sank in that we
second winte,r of operation, and tx's:<les its were in a wave hole in the strato-eu which
sporting as\X(ct its purpose is to provide almost covered the area. When we released
information ahout wind .flow over moun. we found a 'Climb rate of 300 ft.fmin. and a
tains for the Met. Qffice and the R.A.F. wind of approximately 2400 /45 kts. During
Directorate of Flight Safety. A similar this climb a lentkular foI111tXl jl.lst down
project has been going on for some years wind of liS and we flew just upwind of the
over the Rockies conducted by the D.S. most active-looking part of iL At about
Air Force, and I believe that the Norwegians 15,000 ft. we put on our oxygen masks and
also have a similar scheme. at the same time noticed that the lenticular

On the 14th February I took off in the ~ad reorien~ted to be east·west. Acc~rd
Eagle with "Lofty" Eldridge, who had been mgly we adjusted our beats and the climb
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POLISH
sailplanes

known
for

their
4uality

Sol" Export",:

MOTOIMPORT
FOREIGN TRADE ENTERPRISE

WARSZAWA, Przomvskowa 26
P.O. Box 365

Cables: MOTORIM-WARSZAWA

BOCIAN - high performance
two-seater sailplane

ZEFIR-high performance two
seater- sailplane

FOKA-STANDARD-high per
formance s'ing'le-seater sailplane in
the Standard Class.

Ask for jnfo,matj~ mat"riaf
and catafogu",

Norco Engineering
Mid-Sussex House

62 Church Road
Burgess Hill

SUSSEX
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continued (about 200-250 ft./min.) to a calibration gave 19,900 ft. We had therefore
peak of 17,500 ft. The wind here, judging established the first British Multi-Seat
by our position over the ground, seemed Altitude, as all previous height attempts had
less than 45 knots, but, of course, this was been below the 5,000 metres required as a
I.A.S. which at that he'ight would be about minimum by the F.A.J. Although our gain
60 knots T.A.S. of height was more than the record it was

During this climb we had drifted about insufficient (only 50 ft. more) to set up a new
eight miles downwind from our release record, and Derek Piggott still holds his
point and were positioning ourselves with cu·nimb T-21 rc<cord.
relation to a valley to our south, but After searching around for 5-10 minutes,
gradually the strarto-cu sheet drifted in and we could find no more lift and set off
covered the ground below us until the only eastwards again. However, we could find
hole in the sheet was one near where no more lift and arrived overhead of
we had released. Neithrr Lofty nor I were Newcastle at 15,000 ft. making a rapid
keen to fly upwind for eight miles to find descent toa hospitable welcome at Wolsing.
that the only hole had closed up, so we ton airport. The surface wind was 180°/
burnt our boats and headed east where 10 kts., so it would seem that our estimated
there was no strato-cu to the east of the upper wind was probably correct.
Pennines, but only some rather tatty Although wave altitude flying is much
lenticulars. easier and more comfortable than in

After several miles of 500 ft./min. sink, cu-nimbs, there are some difficulties which
both variometers started to show a climb must be overcome if maximum effectiveness
and we turned into the estimated 1800 wind. is to be made of the wave. I found it most
Again lift of 2-300 ft-Imino was obtained difficult to position in a clear-air wave with
and again the wind seemed less than 45 kts. 8/8 cloud below preventing pinpointing of
I.A.s. with reference to the ground below. position. Under these conditions if lift is
At this time we were overhead of Hexham lost it is most difficult to know whether one
and the only cloud was some broken has drifted forwards or rearwards out of the
strato-cu at about 6,000 ft. and a sheet of wave. One technique we used was to fly
upper cloud at 20,000 ft. or above. This what we felt was too fast and then turn
upper cloud appeared orientated north- about on losing lift, turning into wind
south and appeared to have no definite again as soon as lift was regained. Another
lenticular hard edge except about 10 miles difficulty is in wind strength e'stimation. J
to the south. I found it most difficult to had not realised until after I had landed how
reconcile the fact that we had climbed about the density error of the A.S.L (R.A.S.
3,000 ft. in a southerly wind with this upper T.A.S.) makes a wind of 60 kts. at 20,000 ft.
cloud showing a westerly wind-if, in fact, appear as one Qf 45 kts. by reference to
if was a wave cloud. stationary position-keeping and the A.S.l.

During our climb over Hexbam the lift Probably the biggest problem of all is the
gradulllly petered out until we could get no closing in of the lower cloud, with the
higher than 19,500 ft. on the altimeter. This danger of descending through solid-centred
height gave 20,100 ft. on the two-month-oId cloud ·or away landings in inhospitable hill
barograph calibrations, but on a new land,
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What is a Better Sailplane?
by P. A. Wills

Lea/le's from

"COSIM" WORKS, DARLEY DALE,
MATLOCK, DERBYS.

•Pbone; Darley Dale 2138

COSI~I VARIO~IETERS
need no introduction

Cobb-Slater Inst. Co. Ltd.

Records gained at National and
International CharnpiolUJhips

A/so

"Cook" Electric Variometers
"Cook" Compasses

Irving Venturis
"Cosim" Best Speed Scale Holders

Water Traps and Nose Pitot~

Where there is Gliding there areCOSIMS
3,000 in use all over the World

Price £8.13s.8d. (ex works)

"better", put down first our specification
of the perfect.

1. PERFORMANCE

(a) A low minimum sinking speed-say
2 ft./sec.

(b) A good maximum gliding angle-say
an L/D of 40.

(c) Good penetration-say an L/D of 20
at 90 knots.

2. HANDLING AND STABILITY

(a) Positive stability at all speeds.
(b) Light and responsive controls at all

speeds; quick rate of roll. '
(c) Limiting airbrakes.
(d) Good cockpit--good view, draught.

free, silent, good instrument panel, adjust
able seats and pedals.

P rLOTS are always dashing up to me
asking: "Is your sailplane better than

mine?", as if there was a monosyllabic
answer.

The other awkward question is: "My
best gliding angle is 36-whafs yours?"
To which the answer is (a) how do you
know, and (b) do you mean-the gliding
angle I buy it on, or the one I fly it on if I
want to win? This does not imply that any
one is trying to be dishonest, but because
no one really knows (or hardly ever knows)
what is the exact performance of a sailplane,
all designers 'have to make estimates which
naturally tend to be optimistic.

To take these problems in order: What
is a "better" sailplane? Dick Schreder, on
his extraordinary HP-S, ran away from the
rest of the field in 1960 in the strong Texas
thermals. In those conditions th~s aircraft
was undoubtedly the best there, and
possibly the best in the world. In the weak
conditions of the 1960 World Champion
ships in Germany, ,the HP-8 came nowhere
-it was not designed for them.

The 15-metre KIl-6 in Germany put up a
brilliant show, and outflew some or even all
the Open Class as well as the other Standard
Class gliders. It is a splendid machine, but
a conventional 15-metre design. How could
it be "better" than, say, the exotic Foka,
or the conventional but IS-metre Skylark
3F? The answer is, I am sure, that it isn't,
performance-wise. The Foka fell down on
one day only, but so badly that it lost first
place in the Standard Class. Tile Open
Class result was distorted by poor task
setting.

Let us be quite clear on this question of
span. Given the same degree of sophistica
tion, and up to a span where structural
limitations become serious, a larger-span
machine must have a better performance
than a smaller-span one. But performance
is far from the only criterion. Stability and
handling is another thing, and on the
important question of manoeuvrability, it is
easier to get, e.g., quick rates of roll and
lighter controls with a small machine than
with a larger one.

Let us' therefore, in our search for the
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3. PRICE
Cheap, say un.der ~I,OOO equipped. Cheap

and easy to mamtam and to repair.

4. WEIGHT
Light, say 300 Ibs., to facilitate rigging,

handltng on the ground, and trailing. Quick
and easy to ng.

5. RuGGEDNESS
lbis is not tbe same as strength. All

aircraft have to meet strength requirements
so they don't break up in the air but the
rugged aircraft stands up to the knocks of
real life, which take place on the ground.

Having set down the specifications for a
perfect glider, it will be clear that we shall
have to wait for the next world before we
can hope to get one. The best any human
pilot can do is to decide what he wants
most, how much he is prepared to spend,
and then-buy whatever machine most
nearly fits his desires and his pocket.

If he wants to win records, he must go for
a fast machine, above all regardless of
p~ice, for he ¥> ,only interested in good days
with strong hft. If he wants to win cham
pionships he needs a .wide spectrum of
performance. Weight and ease of rigging
are secondary. If he wants the maximum of
fun, he will go for the performance spectrum
but price will be a factor, and so will weight
and general ease of ground handling.

It is a curious thing that nearly all the
"exotic..." built so far have been aimed at
record flying, and so have been heavy and
fast. The HKS-3 was the nearest exotic
designed for competition flying, but even
that fine sailplane had to wait for the
slightly special conditions of weather and
terrain in 1958 in Poland before it really
showed its paces. When someone spends
the same time and money to build a
championship winner, with a wide per
~ormance spectrum, we may see something
Important, for the exotics of today point
the way to the production aircraft of ten
years ahead.
T~~ aspect that costs least is good

stabIlity and handling, for this is a function
of design skill. So if everything else is equal,
go for the machine which is best in this field.
If a machine handles well, you can centre in
thermal and outclimb another which is, on
paper, better, and you can tackle cloud
flymg and rough air conditions with safety
a~d confidence. You won't .get so tired, so
w!llland safely and fly better next day. You
Will have much more fun.

(;rossJfell~lectric

Variometer
• Five inch long linear s:a1e to 10

F.P.S.

• 'Scale X 3' Switch on Indicator.

• Accurately controlled response
time - variable if required.

• Recently proved fully effective
in soaring flight at 28,000 ft.

• Used ip competition flying
throughout the world.

U.K. Price £25
Ex Stock from

erou/eU YoriDnuter.,
Yernmore,
Barnord's Green,
Malvern,
Worcester.hire

So the first answer to this first awkward
question is: "Better for what and for
whom?"

On the second question, of performan~
the main problem is the great difficulty of
accurate measurement. About once in ten
years one particular type may get reason
ably accurately measured. With an almost
audible thump, everyone comes down to
earth. Then year by year new types come
along with estimat.ed performances that
creep higher and higher. Everyone naturally
tends to optimism in their estimates, and I
suppose no one is much the worse ofi'
provided relative estimates remain roughly
proportionate. Machine A claims 30;
machine B, 33. If the figures, on test,
should come to 27 and 30, relatively
speaking the pilots of each will not be mis
led-unless they base their speed charts on
these figures, but even so a few sad exper
iences will lead them to discount them down
wards in actual flight.

We are going to have a serious shot in
1961 at getting this problem down to earth
again, and perhaps by the end of this ycar
we shall be able to publish a series of polars
which will do so.
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A Stratosphere Flight ov-er the Tatra
by Stanislaw Joze!czek

We are indebted 10 Mr. R'oman Zabi'ello [or Iranslating lhis arlicle, and 10 Ihe Polish jOl/rIlal
"Skrzydlala Polska" for permissiOIll'o I'eproduce it. An edilorialnole adds Ihaf Mr. Joze[czak's
gain o[heighl was officially confirmed as 10.674 melres (35,020 feel). This was an unofficial
world record, thol/gh it does not beat Mr. S. H. Georg:?son's 34,300 [t. by the 3 per cenl
needed [or inlemalionalrecognition, andbolh climbs have nowbeenexceededby}'11'. Paul
Bikle in the United Slales. The fiighl here desaibed lVas made on 4th January 1961.

A T early dawn I saw through my window 3 m./sec. lift and ran at increased speed to
high wave clouds which could be called the west in the direction of the Giewont

altocirrus lenticul.aris. Maybe it is a chance summit just under the leading edge of the
for (tn attempt on a 300-km. Gold C flight, lenticular cloud. Here, after passing 10,700
and perhaps a Goal Diamond also. At metres C35,100 ft.), I had still .5 m./sec. rate
06..50 I was on the airfield. After completing of climb. That was the moment when I
necessary arrangements I was the first to began to search with excitement in my
take off at 09.10 in a Mucha 100 sailplane memory for the actual figures of nalional
and my task was a .goal flight to Warsaw. or even world records. Bu,t J couldn't

The aero-tow was short, and I released ac=mplish .the simplest subtraction•. fully
3 km. south ofNowy Targ airfield in a rotor occupied wIth one ~hought onlr IS my
tlpcUl'ttnt. (Nowy Targ is about 30 km. barograph. still ,,:,orkl~g corr<:ctly. I have
north of the Tatra Mountains). In this had experten~ In thIS matter, havmg to
rotor-wave lift of 5.7 m./st;(;. I soon reached repeat my ~Iamond height because of
4,000 metres (13,100 ft.). Then I left the barograph fallur(".
upcurrent and headed towards the airfield ,Already from 9,000 metres upwards a
looking for sjgnals which should confirm thIck layer of frost covered th.e canopy. and
permission for a goar flight. Afterwards I now r could. see only a !title sunbeam
turned back to the rotor reaion. t~roug.h a scratched-out slot. The open

." slde-wmdow allowed me to see the patches
As I had an a.ccelero~eter ~.b?,ard for the of waVe fog passing by-the last one dis

purpose of testing ma.'<Imal g forces on appeared at 10700 m.
this day, I flew into th~ very centre of the 'At 11,000 ~. I have 2 m./sec. lift. Till
tr~sJucent and bubblmg-up rot?r cJ~ud. naw I saved oxygen by pressing rhythmically
It. IS the usu~l task ?f evt:ry .pilot m a the rubber pipe of the oxygen ma.sk. At the
saIlplane eqUIpped with tb!s m~trument. rnomel1lt my a.rms grow slightly stiff. I have
Really I am not able to descnbe thIS part of to scratch out a new slot in the ice but I see
the flight. Dust ftom the floor went dancing nO more sun. The variomet~r shows
up in th~ cockJ?it, I struck th~ canop,Y continuously 2 m./sec. up, and the height
several Hmes with my head; It wasn t ... what's happened?-one thousand one
possible to hold my legs on the pedals. But hundred metres? No-l 1,IOO! (36,417 ft.).
the accelerations weren't greater than +4
and -2.3 g. After much struggling to the
top of the upcutrent I went towards the
rOtOr 1"011 over the village of PoroniI1 (15
km. south of the airfield) through consider
able downcurrents, however, not exceeding
12 m./sec. (Sometimes in this position we
met .20 m./sec.).

Then I contacted strong rotor lift of
about 7 m./sec. which brought my Mucha to
5,700 metres (18,700 ft.). At this level the
rotor upcurrentjoined with that of the wave
,over the Tatra Mountains. Tbe wind was
here S.S.W. to S.W. of about 80 km./h.
Constantly heading south over the region
of the H,ign Tatra, I reached an altitude of
8,500 metres' (27,900 ft.), Then I left Joze/czek's barograph charl.
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But what about the barograoh? If it hasn't
recorded this flight, nobody will believe that
I have passed the height of eleven thousand
metres.

I didn't suffer from cold at all, in spit~ of
the fact that alcohol in tlie thennom~ter

contracted so much that it was not visible
since passing 9,000 metres. Now the
thermometer itself disappeared, too-all
covered with frost. I am feeling well: only
my breathing rate has increased consider
ably. In the previous flights I usually took
air-ollygen mixture; now I decide to use
pure oxygen and tumed the valve. The
oxygen reserve was a full 70 atmospheres,
quite sufficient for descending. After a few

deep breaths I perceived the symptoms of
approaching loss of consciousness. I
understood very little what was happening
around me. Quickly I opened the. spoilers,
increased speed and put my hand on my
knee to limit the stick movements. So I
descended to 5,000 metres, where I felt
much better, and soon landed on the Nowy
Targ airfield.

During all this wave flight, minimum
upcurrents were of about 2 m./sec., maxi
mum 12 m./sec. The controls didn't
become stiff at all, and my Mucha flew
perfectly.
(NOTE: All altitudes given above Nowy Targ
airfield level, which is 600 metres a.s.l.)

Robert Perfect Trophy
Wills, Chairman of the British Gliding
Association, a new Trophy for annual
competition among British Gliding Clubs.

The Trophy is a beautiful solid silver
model of an Albatross, displaying on its
nest, and is presented as a pennanent
Memorial to Robert Perfect, for a number
of years an active and prominent memb:r
of the Air League Council.

The Trophy and prizes aim at the
maximum benefit, spread over the greatest
possible numbers of young people wanting
to learn to fly. For this reason, the rapidly
expanding gliding movement has been
selected as the "medium", and the particular
object is the incentive to Clubs to produce
gliding instructors of the Quality and
numbers which are now badly needed.

The conditions of the Competition are as
follows:-

I. The award is to be made annually to
the Club, Service or Civilian, which in
that year has maintained the highest
number of British Gliding Association
Categorised Instructors in proportion
to its flying membership.

2. In addition to the Award, the winning
Club to ~ive £40; the runners up
£20; and the third £\0.

3. The Contest to be judged by.a Com
mittee appointed by The British
Gliding Association.

AT the British Gliding Association Annual
Ball at Londonderry House on the

night of Friday, 10th March, Air Com
modore G. J. C. Paul, Secretary-General
of the Air League, presented to Mr. Philip
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co,nstructlo,n

Architect: T. M. Ash(ord. F.R./.B.A.. A.A. (O/PL.) Birmingham

made this possible ...
fabrication shop with two SO-ton cranes FOR EMPYRIUM WELDING CO. LTD.
Conderis bUilding for Industry at the rate of more than one building per day!

Repeat contracts in hand (or Esso. G.E.e., 1.e.1. Rolls-Royce, Shell.

CONDER 'ENG. CO. LTD. WINCHESTER, HANlS lEL: 5095 and at PEEL WORKS, BURlON-ON-lRENl lEL: 5411
P6Z6SA



Russia's A-IS Sailplane
Wilh tlJis new machine /aSI year Mikhail Verelennikov pul up world's records for goa/flight
(444 miles) and speed round a lOO-km. trir.ng/e (69.2 m.p.h.), and Anna SamQssadova a
feminine 2oo-km. triangle world's record of 45.6 m.p.h., (since beaten by Mrs. Burns). The
following artic/e, reproduc£d from the Polish journal "Skrzyd/ala Po/ska", has been kindly

Ifans/ated and condensed by Mr W. Slack.

SOVLET designer Oleg Antonov and his The A-IS is a single-seater sailplane of
team, who developed a number of all·metal construction with a mid cantilever

gliders in the "A" series, notably A-II and wing. The wing is trapezoidal in plan, with
A-B, have produced a new type of high- 1.5° dihedral angle and a laminar-flow
performance sailplane, the A-IS. It is of aerofoj] with a very smooth surface. The
remark<lbly modern construction, intended main spar is of box section in aluminium
for competition flying in the Open Class, and alloy. The alloy wing covering, 1.5 mm.
has already established a number of national thi:k near the fusdage, decreases to I mm.
and international records. It is regrettable towards the wing tips. The covering is
that this glider was not produced in time to riveted at the trailing edge and glued on the
be able to take part in the World Cham- leading edge of the wing. The thickness of
pionships, a~ a comparison with the Zefir 2 the alloy covering between the rits has been
might have proved very interesting indeed. reduced by a chemical process.

'-30'

A-15

-----~----- ------~- ... --

L ---- ,.,000
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The ailerons are in light alloy and filled
between the ribs with light-weight foamed
plastic, mass-balanced, and the entire
control mechanism is concealed within the
thickness of the wing. The slotted type
flaps, of the same construction as the
ailerons, can be let down at the positive
angle together with the ailerons, and are
hand-operated. The D.F.S. type airbrak('s
are placed behind the main spar. The sail
plane is equipped with water tanks of 50
litres total capacity (1 J gallons).

Each wing is fixed to the fuselage at three
points: two in the main spar and one in the
leading edge. At the wing-tips are removable
wing-tip bodies, ·'sa!mons".

The fuselage, of semi-monocoque con
struction, is elliptical in section, made in
1 mm. thick aluminium alloy and reinforced
with twenty ribs. There are no longerons,
but special reinforcing elements have been
introduced to support wing fittings and the
tail.

The comfortable and well-designed cock
pit has an adjustable seat and an easy-to
reach instrument panel. The canopy, blown
in one piece, opens to the right and is
jettisonable. The cockpit is reasonably
airtight and equipped with an oxygen set of
one hour capacity at 12,000 metr::s (39,370
ft.). The transmitter-receiver radio, of 90
kilometres r~nge, is part of the standard
equipment.

A symmetrical V-tail is set at 45 0 to the
horizontal plane. The "tailplanes" are
constructed in light alloy and covered with
0.8 mm. thick aluminium covering with

reduced thickness between the ribs as in the
wing construction. The "elevator-and
rudder", of alloy-timher construction, is
covered with fahric and mass-balanced.

Tn the actuation of all the controls no
cables have been used, and lightweight rods
are employed for this purpose. Apart from
the control column and rudder pedals, there
is a co.ordinating mechanism which trans
fers their movements to the right or left part
of the tail.

A hydralOlically sprung wOcel is com
pletely hidden in the fuselage when fully
retracted.

A special open trailer has been designed
to facilitate high-speed retrieving without
detrimental effect on the glider.

It is hoped that the A-15 will be shortly in
quantity production.

Technical Data and Performance
Span 11.00 m. (55 fL 9 in.)
Length 7.20 m. (23 ft. n in.)
Wing area .. 12.00 sq. m. (129.2 sq. ft.)
Aspect Ratio 24
Fuselage acea 0.493 sq. m. (5.307 sq. ft.)
Flying weight

365-425 kg. (805-937 lb.)
Wing loading

30.4-35.4 kg./sq. m. (6.23-7.25 Ib./sq. ft)
Permissible g. 6
Braking [!. .. 9
Max. LID 41 at 100 km,/h. (62 m.p.h.)
Min. sink .. 0.6 m./sec. at 80 km./h.

(J ft. I 1.6 in. at 50 m.p.h.)
Towing speed 140 km./h. (87 m.p.h.)
Max. speed 250 k,m./h. (155 m.p.h.)

Easter Rally in Norfolk
by E. A. Cunningham

A T Swanton Morley on 4th April it was goodbye to the visitors. He made it clear
already raining steadily at 09.30 hours that although the organisers were dis·

When the final briefing took place at the appointed, they were far from being
Easter Rally organised by the Gliding Clubs discouraged, and other Rallies would
of Norfolk. lan Strachan from Marham, a definitely be planned in the future.
member of the Fenland Club of the R.A.F. On behalf of the visitors Peter Scott
G.S.A. and the Rally Committee, gave the thanked the organising clu.bs for the
last sad weather forecast. He could offer no tremendous amount of work they had done
hope of improvement during the day, and to prepare for the Rally and for t~e excellent
so the Rally came to an end without having facilities that had been made av:allable. The
produced any soaring at all. weather may have made us mlsc:rable, b~t

Before the pilots and crews left the at least we were. l!ble to be t,IlIserable In
briefing to de-rig their aircraft and make comfort! The VISItOrs, he saId, were no
their way homeward Alfred Wanninger more discouraged by the weather than the
chairman of the Ra'lIy Committee, said organisers. This he intended to prove by
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COURAGE
Norfolk Gliding Club at Tibenham,
provided the other bright spot. He made
good use of the non-gliding weather by
getting some dual instruction in the Tiger
Moths with C.FJ. Taify Rich of the
Norfolk & Norwich Aero Club whenever
possible, and celebrated Easter Monday by
doing his first solo in a powered aircraft.
It looks at though the Norfolk Gliding
Club will soon have another tug pilot for
their Tiger.

What has tbis rally achieved? First of all,
one must say that only good can come from
the intermingling of gliding enthusiasts
from many clubs all over the country, with
the interchange of ideas and information
that goes with it. Secondly, it has given the
gliding clubs -of Norfolk the opportunity to
prove they can develop in their own ways
and yet work closely together wbenever
necessary. We all have as our ultimate aim
the growth :md improvement of the gliding
movement. Thirdly, it has shown that here
in Norfolk we can;with the ,co-operaiion of
the weather, provide the glider pilots of
this country with the organisation and

chairman, of the facilities to run a really first-class rally.
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leaving his aircraft at Swanton Morley
ready to fly the following week-end.

So ended the Rally which had begun in
such high hopes on the morning of Thurs.
day, 30th March, just six days before, when
some 20 gliders assembled at Swanton
Morley for the first task-flying raUy to be
held in this part of the country.

Our disappointments started early. Even
before the first briefing it was quite dear
that the weather was unfit for flying and
showed no signs of improving. Then we
learned that Philip Wills was unable to come
because of illness and Denis and Anne
Bums were unable to come because of a
bereavement.

Nobody was very concerned about not
being able to fly on the first day, because it
gave an opportunity to make last-minute
adjustments to aifcraft and get everything
in competition trim. In any case, the
weather couldn't stay as bad as tbis for the
whole six days. Could it?

On Friday morning we were honoured
with a visit by the Lord Mayor of Norwich
who attended the morning briefing, where
he made a short speech welcoming the
visitors. Later he inspected the gliders in
the hangar. With the promise of better
weather and the possibility of some con
vection later in the day, a task was set for
free distance. However, the promised
improvement didn't materialise, and al
though launching did take place during the
afternoon nobody managed to get away.
Dave Taylor, the Chief Marshal, used this
limited activity to good advantage to test
his organisation while the competitors had
a look at the airfield and surrounding
countryside from the air. This was the only
flying to take place during the Rally,
although another free distance task was set
for Monday. On this day the weather
deteriorated much more quickly than
forecast and nobody took off.

There wen; two bright spots to the
meeting. A Brains Trust during Sunday
afternoon gave some illuminating answers
to questions about variometers, thermals,
bird migration, radar, etc. The panel
consisted of Peter &:ott, Rika Harwood,
George Burton and Geoffrey Stephenson
under the chairmanship of John Furlong.
Bets)' Woodward and Gordon Rondel
provided some supplementary answers
from the floor.

Doctor Bob Tringham,



Easter Rally at Long Mynd
by G.Benson

Write for descriptive leqff~t cmd address of our
agent in your cOlIntry to:

COOK VARIO~IETER

Pilots all over the world are finding that
this instrument is the most accurate and
sensitive variometer obtainable and that
with it they can -soar when otherwise it
would have been impossible.
Cook variometers are not damaged by
heavy landings or vibrations and four
years world wide experience has pr.oved
it to be the most reliable instrument of
its kind.
Accuracy is not affected by temperatures
between _15°C and +4SoC.

The Cobb-Slater Instrument
Co. Lld.,

Dadey Dale, Matlock, Derbyshire,
England

Bewdley and Chandler some 20 to Tenbury
Wells. Charles Green landed at 'Wigmpre
(I4l miles). The others landed in the area
of Ludlow, with Anita Schmidt the only one
of them to get beyond that place. This was
not a contest day.

TuESDAY, 4TH APRIL During the night
the wind veered to the east and freshened.
as ,the depression moved to the south, but
by 7 a.rn. the depression had decided to
about-turn and came north again, and by
7.30 a.m. it was snowing hard. This
·continued until 10 a.m. when tbe snow
turned to sleet and then rain.

"No contest" Wa.$ declared at 10 a.m.
briefing, and a sad farewell said to all
our visitors. In spite of by far the worst
weatherconditioos we have everexperienced:
at our Easter RaIly, competitors all remained
most cheerful and the bar receipts were the
only item that showed an improvement on
any previous year.

T HE story of the 1961 Rally is both brief
and depressing-no Rally, not one

contest .day being flown.
FRIDAY, 31ST MARCH, the first contest

day, produced a moist westerly air stream
of some 20 knots with cloud base at a
maximum of 2,500 ft. a.s.l., a complete
overcast. Free distance was the task, but
competition launching was delayed in the
hopes of some bright intervals developing
later in the day. This did not happen, and
at 1.30 p.m. the day was "scrubbed" and
most competitors spent the remaining hours
ofdaylight soaring on the ridge (67 launches,
46 hrs. 20 mins. flying).

SATURDAY, 1ST APRIL, was a repetition of
the Friday ,in all material respects.

SUNDAY, 2ND APRIL, was similar except
that winds were lighter and more northerly.
The task of Free Distance was finally
scrubbed at 2.30 p.m. and a certain amount
of rather marginal hill-soaring was done.

MONDAY, 3RD APRIL. A slow-moving
front crossed the area in the morning,
bringing low cloud and drizzle, and then
finally moved away by about :2 p.m. Wind
was almost non-existent, but what there was
of it was north-westerly. The task was a~in
Free Distance. At 2.30 p.m., after a launch
of the T-21, which soared to cloud base at
3,000 ft. a.s.l., competition launching was
announced for 3 p.m. Six competitors went
away. Anita Schmidt in her Grunau Baby
was I~unched first, and after sinking to
some 350 n. above the site, climbed up to
cloud base and was first away, followed by
the next three aircraft launched: Stuart
Morison in the Army Skylark 2, Charles
Green in his Skylark 3F, and Ron Ruther
ford in his Skylark 2. All these left at about
809 ft. above the site and, generally speaking,
dnfted. away on the very light wind,
strugglJng to maintain what little height
th~y had. Chandler of the Moonrakers,
~ymg an Olympia, was next away, followed

y Ted Stark in the Army 3F off his second
la~lI~ch. Of these only two exceeded the
minimum distance of 15 miles Stuart
Morison getting 25 miles to' beyond
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·YOlJ
For and Abou~ ~~
Instructors

Duty Instructor
Whenever dual instruction is being given,

a club instructor mllst be in charie. He will
be known as the Duty lnstructor and will be
responsible to the C.F.I. for safety and
flying discipline on the airfield. It may well
happen that the Duty Instructor will be,
controlling flying when pilots with more
experien~,but who are not instructors, are
present. He will still be in charge, but must
wield his authority diplomatically. The
advisability of giving a dual check must
always be considered if any pilot is out of
practice or is unfamiliar with the site. He
will always be right to stop flying when in
his opinion the weather or any other
circumstances warrant it. He will always
be held responsible if an accident occu.rs
through his failure to do so.

Method Qf Instruction
All dual instruction will be given with t!)e

pupil ip the right·hand seat, Le., flying
right-handed as he will be in solo gliders.
Every effort should be made to get pupils
at least three consecutive launches unless
long soaring flights are being made. Pupils
should, never be given more than six
consecutive flights, as" their assimilation will
decrease rapidly.

Training can be divided into two parts.
the handling phase and the judgement
phase.

The Handling Phase
In this phase the exercises follow a

natural progression from air experience to
the stage where the pupil is doing aB the
flying, take·offs and landings. He will be
positioned in the circuit by the instructor
telling him where and when to turn. Gille
the pupil objects to fly towards; avoid saying
"roll out now". In this way the pupil will
soon be able to fly in a ,definite direction
instead of wandering aimlessly about the

A.W.

B.J;.A. GLIDING CLUB
INSTRUCTORS' NOTES

Introduction
The purpose of these notes is to acquaint

new instructors with the procedure used by
the club and to standardise training methods
as far as possible. In this way pupils will
not suffer too much by flying with several
-different instructors. The basis of instruc
tion is the B.G.A. Instructors' Manual,
which should be read in conjunction with
these notes.

Categories of Instructor
(I) CLUB INSTIWCTOR.-Approved to

give dual instruction and to send
people solo.

(2) ASSISTANT INSTRUCTOR. - May
instruct under the supervision of a
club instructor. May not send people
solo.

(3) UjT INSTRUCTOR.-Under training.
(4) ADVANCED INSTRUCTOR.-Approved

to give instructipn in soaring and field
landings. (Need not be a club
instructor.)

'Solo only Flying
When solo flying only is taking place, an

,e"perienced sailplane pilot will be author
ised to supervise flying. Passenger flights
may be given but IWt dual instruction.

THERE are many ways in which the C.F.t.
can organize flying in his club. Perhaps

the most important thing he must do is to
brief his assistants, and let them know
clearly where they stand and what is their
job.

The following notes are those the British
European Airways Club C.F.I. gives to his
instructors, and are an excellent example of
a "concise gu.ide to instructors".
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sky. T!,!ei~structor should use the spoilers
for the initIal attempts at landing, the pupil
being told not to worry, but to con<lentrate
on keeping the speed right. Each exercise
should blend with the next and it is not
necessary for the pupil to be able to do one
exercise perfectly before progressing to the
ne"t. For Instance, when he can co-ordinate
the three controls, and maintain a fairly
steady speed, he can attempt the latter
stages of the launch and can be taught turns.
While he is learning turns he can be t.aught
the ta~e-o.ffand landing. At any time when
hiS f1ymg IS reasonable, stalls and spins may
be introduced. It is most important that the
pupil can. recognise a stall or spin and can
recover mstantly. Note that with an
instructor spins may be practised down to
800 ft. Solo pupils must not practise spins
below ;1,500 ft. An average pupil should be
able to do all the flying by himself after
about 15 launches.

WARM
ClOTHING

WHILST
YOU WAIT

B~k's provide :l wide
ran&:e of pl"'menu to keep
the cold out both whitst
YDU wait your turn and
in flight. For example:

BLACK'S ANORAK
R~nowned For in rugged wearing and axclIIp.tio.n:a1
windpr:oo( qu.:alities. Complete with hood to z:ive
all weather protection, in 3'2/T t6 4..." chest sites.

£4. 2. 6d.

For full cjeuil. of Black'•. outdoor
clothing and all other Black p~od.
urts. wriu, -far:' your fr... copy of tba·
"Good Companions~'Catalocue.

THOMAS BLACK • SONS
[Greenock) LTD.

Industria.l Estate. p'ort Gla:s&:.ow, Rfin(rewlhire

The Judgement Phase
When the pupil is ready. to be taught

circuit planning, he should first of all be
shown a perfect circuit. It is much better
to Iet the pupil ~e what he is aiming at,
rather than fumbling for several trips. The
~s~ of spoilers should now be taught, and
It IS suggested that he is told to try them out
at alt!tude to get used to the feel.and change extension of the judgement phase. it wilt
of trun. He must be told the crosswind be a big event in the eyes of the pupil. Do
check of "hand on spoilers, increase speed not give a detailed briefing. All that is
and disregard altimeter". During this phase required is to ask what he WQuld do if the
begin to insist on more and more aceurate cahlebroke. Discourage wives, girl friends
flying and continue with stalls, spins and and fellow pupils from wishing him luck,
cable breaks~ etc. Endeavour to let the etc.; it is best to ask everyone to' keep away
pupil do all the circuit planning for himself during the preliminaries. In .considering
and only give directions if he begins to get whether to send a pupil solo, the instructor
dangerously out ofposition. As he improves, should note the weather and light con
make him criticise his own flying and keep ditions, remembering that any low cloud,
your comments down to the minimum. If gusts, or precipitation may upset his
the pupil is doing well, more advanced . judgement to a dangerous extent. Although
exercis~ such as steep turns, side-slipping, a calm evening gives ideal conditions for a
c~osswll)d take-offs and landings, can be first solQ, leave enough time for fumble' to
glvc:n. If he is backward, these may be left occur and still have enough light for the
until be has gone ·solo. pupil to be able to cope. Nothing is more

demoralising than to sit in a glider waiting
The First SOlo to go solo while the cable is being mended

The first ten solo flights will be flown in or the tractor refuelled, only to find that
!he T~21 with balla.st. When the instructor when all is ready it is too dark, and to have
I~ sat.lSfied that the pupil ean: fly a normal to go .through it all again another time. If
CirCUit and land approximately iD the right the first flight is satisfactory, send him off
place, recover from a stall and spin, land for two more to get the A and B certificates,
s~fel~ off a cable break and elltra low or highreroembering that he must do both left and
Circuit, and can maintain a good look-out right turns and that the landings must be
at all times, he is rea<ly to go solo. Now normal. Fmally, the golden rule for
although the first solo 'is only a logical sending pupils solo: "If in doubt, DoN'T."
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a pupil has had nine launches and has not
started taking off and landing, he may be
below average. If after 12 launches he is
trying circuits he may be more advanced.
With a Titlle practice this method soon
reveals a pupil's standard.

Faults
The following are some faults that can

be expected and some hints on how to
rectify them.

(1) Poor control co-ordination. Demon
strate aileron drag and make the
pupil mechanically use stick and
rudder together until it becomes
automatic.

(2) Gaining speed in turns to the right
and losing speed in turns to the left.
Pupil is probably looking at the
central pitot head. Make rum use his
own windscreen as a reference point.

Record of Progress A good way of curing this is to make
Since it is impracticable to keep written the pupil practise rolling from one

records, an easy method of establishing a turn into another in the opposite
pupil's standard is needed. This is done direction.
quite simply by asking him how many (3) Over-banking and diving in turns,
launches he has had and what was his lastespecjally the final turn. Make pupil
exercise. Now an average pupil wilt, after hold a constant angle oC bank with
ten launches, be doing take-offs and stick and rudder together. Point out
landings. After 20 launch::s he will be that the elevator still controls the
attempting circuits unaided. Some wirI be speed as in straight flight.
more and some less advanced than Ihis. If (4) Flying straight with crossed controls.
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Further SolQ Flyin;:
For the first ten or so post-solo

launches the pupil will have a dual check
every time he flies. The instructor should
insist on an increasingly high standard and
must curb any tendencies to over-confidence
and carelessness. Over-eonfidence can be
recognised by such things as a reluctance to
be briefed, careless cockpit checks, making
low slow final turns, landing too close to
other gliders and obstructions, a "know all"
attitude and a tendency to hand out advice.
Pupils can normally be cured by giving
them very difficult tasks and by insisting on
perfection. Criticism must be fair. During
the post-solo phase the pupil may be taught
advanced e.xercises not previously covered.
Every opportunity should be taken to teach
thermalling. The instructor must not fly
the aircraft in a thermal but should
endeavour to talk the pupil into position.
The best practice is to centre in a thermal
gain about 1,000 ft., then leave it and find
another. If there are many pupils waiting
to fly, do not prolong these soaring trips.
About 30 minutes should be sufficienL
Special attention should be paid to rejoining
the circUit. this being good practice for
field landings. Methods of losing height so
as not to arrive on the crosswind leg too
high should be shown. There is no reason
why a pupil should not get his C during his
solo period on the T-21. Never allow pupils
to soar in marginal conditions at this stage,
as they may get out of position and have to
land short of the airfield. They should be
briefed not to go beyond safe gliding
distance downwind of the field. During dual
flights make the pupil "field conscious" and
point out suitable ones, giving reasons. As
the pupil gains experience and converts oft
to more advanced types, briefings should
become advice and the planning of flights
and finding thermals should be left to him.
Advanced instruction should be given as
required and will give opportunities for
checking flying standards.



Caused by not using own wind-screen
asa reference.

(5) Making a slow, shallow turn onto the
final approach. This is caused by
some pupil's reluctance to bank the
aircraft near the ground, and is
dangerous in that ,too much height
will be lost due to the low rate of
turn. Demonstrate' a spin off a slow
turn and point out that less 'height
will be lost ina 30 to 40 degree banked
turn. Point out that in windy
conditions the wind gradient might
prevent the wings from being levelled.

(6) Failing to round-out on landing.
Pupil not looking far enough ahead.
This fault also makes it difficult to
keep the wings level on landing, In
The T-2l the instructor can watch
the pupil's eyes to see where he is
looking.

(7) Heading for obslacle.s on landing.
Caused by a fixation on the obstacle.
Tell the pupil to pick a landing tun
and not to be hypnotised by other
objects.

(8) Failing to notice when he is getting
too low. Caused. by relying on the

al,timeter and forgetting it may stick.
Point out that the altimeter should be
disregarded below 400 ft'. 3.s.1. and
that it is easy to judge height by
comparison with trees, hangars, etc.

(9) Forgetting to keep straight with
wings level after landing. Impress on
pupil that the landing is not over
until the glider has Slopped (Power
pilots suffer from this fault as it is a
problem they have not met before.)

General Hints and Advice
The T-21 is our only dual machine: take

l:are of it. Give a good briefiAg, there is so
little airborne time. Always insist on a
thorough cockpit check.. Aim for perfection
but criticise fairly. Set a good example by
your own flying. Always make safe
approaches and do not make low tun.s to
save a retrieve. If pupils are at a loose end,
,give them talks on theory, etc. Try to be
friendly and explain to newcomers how to
be useful. Pupils always respect their
instructors; do not misplace their confidence.

ROGER NEAVES.

C.F./. R.E.A. Gliding Club.

Bow to get "SAILPLANE AND GLmlN'G"

NEW ZEALAND:

A G E'NTS
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B. Rowe Waikcric. South Al!stralia.
T. R. Bcaslcy. 1730. Cambridge Road. St. LaUreDl, Montreal 9,
Canada.
Direq from B,G.A. or contact G. Bookings, 23 Yattead,c>n Road, <
St. Heliers. Auckland, E. \. ~nd Postal Order £ I.
J. V"" Ec~. TiillCrstraat 203. Nijmcll"n, PostrekeninglOO7247, , )
Abonnemen...prijs Fl. 10.50
Please apply direct to British Gliding Association. Sinll10 copi... )
3s. 401. or 20•. annually,. (SO cen~ or $3.00 .......Ily). )
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free) for .n Annual Sub!cript,io!l lo:-Tbe British, Gliding Asoociation, Londonderry House,
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Correspondence
GLIDER LAUNCHED FROM AIRSHIP

Dear Doe,
I've just read your article, "Thir-ty Years Ago", in the December 1960 SAILPLANE

& GLIDING, and noted under "United States 1930" your statement about the glider flights
from the U.S.S. Los Angeles-and hasten to disl;over for you the "undiscoverable" date.

It was a very cold (l·6°F.) Friday, the 31st January 1930. The launc'hillg was made
over the Naval Air Station, Lakehurst. New Jersey, .at an altitude of 3,000 feet. I was
not "taken-up in a PrUfling glider"-I was in the control car of the airship until time for
the drop, and then climbed down a ladder into the cockpit of the glider shortly before the
release. That climb down the ladder at 3;000 feet scared me more than all the rest put
together!

I guess each one of us in this business at some time in our life reaches a point where
the thought flashes through the miJild-"How did I ever get myself manoeuvred into this
situation? Of such are pioneers made!

RALPH S. BARNO\IJY.
"The £QJ'ly Birds",
Philadelphia, Pennsyh'ania.

We have now discovered an account of ·Capt. Barnaby's descent from the airship,
which was reproduced in THE SAILPLANE & GLIDER for 23rd June 1933, p. 141. He wrote:
"The only danger I had foreseen was the possibility of fouling the dirigible, so I immediately
put the glider into a steep dive. I levelled off some 100 feet below the dirigible and, because
of the sPt'ed gained in th.:: dive, well ahead of its nose. It was not until several minutes
later that 1 agaJn caught sight of the Los Angeles. J held the glider at a speed of between
35 and 40 knots except when passing Qver the [airship] hangar. Then I slowed to about 30.
1 wanted to see if the hangaJ' could provide any lift. Though it was only a five to eight
mile-an-hour wind, and more along the hangar than across it, I coyld feel decided up
currents at 1,500 feet. They Wfre more noticeable as I descended, and when I passed over
it at 200 feet 1was ahie 'to pick up some altitude." He landed after a flight of 13 minutes_ED.

RQlph Barnaby, in a Priljling, is re{eased from the airship "Los Angeles".
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HALF·SPOILER APPROACH
Dear Sir,

It is with some diffidence t~at I offer advice OIl gliding training, allergic as I am by
virtue of my individualism to giving or taking dual instruction, much as I myself need it;
but there is a technique which I have always thought has much to commend it but which I
do not recollect having heard or seen the instructor pundits mention.

Please forgive me if I indulge in a bit of self-experience to illustrate what I mean. I
was taught to fly a very long time ago when engine failures were ten a penny and aircraft
could be landed "dead-stick" in any field of reasonable size. Hence forced-landing ability
was the main aim of our basic training; and to this end, every landing, even at base, had to
be made without engine assistance from a height of 1,000 ft. or more. It was almost
criminal to use a touch of throttle, and such was our discipline in this unwritten law that
no one would dream of avoiding by this means a crash from undershooting. And I have
never heard of a pilot being punished in those days for crashing by this cause.

Thus it was axiomatic that every approach nad to aim for an overshoot, finishing
with a side-slip, and if we didn't do so, we were sent round again, fined 2s. 6<1. (a lot of
money then), and taken off flying for a time. Then came flaps, motoring-in, controlled glide
angle and high wing-loading];, and at once we learnt the great value of the steep approach
in judging distance.

Now what can we glean from all this? Well, I believe, just this: that, having safely
gained reach of the selected forced-landing field in "fully clean" flight conditions, the entire
approach should be made witb half spoiler to afford the steep good-view easier-judged
condition, aiming for a slight overshoot. If you pull this off perfectly, there is enough spojler
left to pull down correctly, If, however, you have erred in the other direction and are
undershooting, you hav~ a "littl~ motor" up your sleeve, because of ,course by taking off
spoiler you can stretch your glide. Should you overdo the initial overshoot, you have both
full spoiler and side-slip (with extra care) at your disposal.

Having written which, what is the betting that my next landing is in the hedge?
L. P. MOORE.

R.A.F.G.S.A.

PINS IN SOCKETS
Dear Sir,

Mr. R. C. Stafford-Alien's article on De-Rigging (February, p. 42) does hit the pin
on the head (to coin a phrase). But I must take him to task on Rule 2. All pins should go
back into their own sockets to prevent loss. This is a must, and I find no argument with it.
But let us get our reasons for doing so right.

Most sockets and pins on gliders are virtually non-moving parts, so the degree of
wear they are likely to receive over a period of, say, 20 years would not be appreciable.
If we take Mr. Stafford-AlIen's reasoning one stage further, we find that if we must fit the
same pin to the same socket, then to complete the job we must also mark the head of the
pin with an arrow so that it fits the same position in relation to the socket all the time. If
we do not do this, then we are gaining nothing.

One item I would like to add as an extra. We often find the point of the pin lookjng
something like a mushroom, due to regular and frequent blows from a hammer. Is it too
much to ask that some sort of a drift be used? Preferably of a softer material than the pin.

R. H. TAVERNER,
Chf./Tech., RAF.

MR. STAFFORD ALLEN replies:-I agree with most of Mr. Taverner's remarks, but I
h.ave found that the degree of wear of glider pins, particularly tho~ gliders that often get
ngged and de-rigged, is appreciable. In fact, these sockets do sometllnes have to be reamed
(I would stress that this must not be done without a concession from the Manufacturers),
and oversize ,pins fitted. Therefore, unless the pins and sock>cts are all eXllC~/y t~e same size,
there will not be a proper fit unless the pin goes into its own socket, and th.ls Will reduce the
effective bearing area, thereby increasing the rate ofw~ar. I agree that the Ideal would be to
mark the pins, but this is searcely practical; but I hearttly endorse the remarks that he makes
on the subject of hammers and drifts.
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PUBLICATIONS

"AUSTRALlAN GLIDING" - monthly
journal of the Gliding Federation oC
Australia. Editor, A1lan Ash. Sub$cription
)"0 shillings Australian, 24 shillings Sterlin&
or 3.50 dollars U.S. and Canada. Write for
free sample copy. "Australian Gliding",
60, Church Street. Cabramatta, N.S.W.,
Australia.

"MODEL AIRCRAFr'-Official Journal
of the Society of Model Aeronautical
Engineers. Features contest winning model
designs, constructional articles. photo
graphs and reports of international and
national contests. 1/6 monthly from any
ocwsagent. Send for specimen copy free
from "Model Aircraft". 19-20 Noel Street,
London, W.!.

PUT yourself in ,he Picture. Buy AIR
PICTORIAL each month for the world air
view in pictures and features. Reports and
photos of aircraft of historic interest also
modem light aircraft and sailplanes, milit
ary avi"tion news, spotters' notebook, etc.
Price 1/6d. from your newsagent. For free
specimen copy send 6d. in stamps toDept.
S.G., Magazines and Publications Ltd., 2
Breams Buildings, London, E.C.4.

SLOPE SOARING with a radio control
model sailplane is a fascinating pastime and
a typical phase of aeromodelling. Read
.a~out this, and other aeromodelling subjects
in AEROMODELLER, the world's leading model
magazine, J)ublished monthly, price 2/
YODEL AERONAUTICAL PRESS LTD., 31
Oarendon Road. Watford. Herts.

"SOARING"-official organ of the Soar
ing Society of America. Edited by Lloyd M.
Licher. Obtainable from Soaring Soc;ety of
America, Inc. Box 66011,. Los Angeles 66,
California. Subscription $4.00 in North
America and S5.00 elsewhere, aJ)ply to your
Post Office for a form.

C of A'.

SOUTHDOWN GLIDING CLU:i3- under
takes C. of A's., modifications and all gUder
repairs fot Club and private owners. All
enquiries to Club Secretary, 25 13ywater
Street, London, S.W.3.

FOR SALE

CARAVAN PARTS (Supply) Ltd., 216
Seven Sisters Road, London, N.4.
ARChway 8079/6323. 100 yds. Crom
Finsbury Park underground and main line
stations. Suppliers of all caravans and
trailer fittings, winches, axles, jacks, jockey
wheels, etc.
FOR SALE. 'WILD' WINCH, Mk. IV,
Serial No. 3650, clw 7,OOf)' Cable ... Offers.
WOODLANDS (Worcestershire) LTO.,
Four Pools Fann, Tel:EVESHAM 6139.
NYLON PARACHUTES recently released
by A.M. Back or seat Type. Superb
condition, £8.0.0 Carr. paid.. NYLON
CANOPIES only, suitable for Dust Covers
(24 - panel Type) £2.10.0. Carr. paid.
Mobile Sales Company, 101/3 Brixton Hill,
London, S.W.2. Tel. TULse Hill 0121.
PARACHUTES. 24 ft. nylon back-type
£10 each, 24 ft. nylon seat-type £8 each.
Further details from H. H. Bradford Ltd.,
Ramsey, Harwich, Essex.
TRAILER, new, suitable for 18 metre
machine or two-seater. £150. Further part
iCUlars-Manager, London Gliding Club,
Dunstable. DUNSTABLE 63419.
WEIHE built 1950 (specially assembled for
Paul Mac Cready, 2nd place World Champ
ionship 1950) with 10 months C. of A. com
plete with trailer £475 o.n.o., f.o.b. Malmo.
Transport can be arranged. Aeroklubbc.n
Malmo, Sweden.

WANTED
WANTED-Olympia II Sailplane and Sky
lark n Tlailer contact Box 83.

THE SLINGSBY "CAPSTAN"

T HE generous gift of a Slingsby T-49 man states that "the help given by this
high-performance dual-eontrol sail· Company in providing a two-seater for the

plane, to be called the Slingsby Capstan, by training of instructors will help to raise the
tbe firm of W. D. & H. O. Wills, is an- standard of instructorship in this country
nounced in the Championships programme and will increase the number of instructors
enclosed in this issue. The gift is to the available to cope with the rapid growth of
British Gliding Association, whose chair- the gliding movement."
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ANN WELCH.

AIR TRAINING CORPS INSTRUcrORS

ANALYSING ACCIDENTS
Dear Sir,

The Accident Analysis Officer, in his report for 1960 published in the April issue
of SAILPLANE AND GLIDING for 1961, deplores the decline in the number of Instructors
and of instructional students.

Unfortunately, the figures used to make his point are inaccurate. He states that
the number of categorised instructors was 98, the lowest ever. The true number was 108,
the highest ever. Further, in Table 2, he blames the accidents listed on poor instruction,
but has included technical defects, damage to parked aircraft and other accidents which
have little to do with instruction.

In Table 3 he shows the cost of accidents per hour at a horrifying figure; but, in
gliding, launches are a more realistic criterion than hours. The following figures for the
last few years are, I think, a truer picture of the pOsition, which, in fact, is remaining steady:

1957 1958 1959 1960
Cost of accidents per launch Is. 5d. Is. lId. Is. 5d. Is. 8d.
Number of launches for each accident 1146 1344 1349 1392
We all know that we need more and better instructors in our growing Club move·

menL Steps have "already been taken to achieve this. What we want from the Accident
Analysis Officer is more insight into the basic reason for accidents and, above all, a study
of the thinking of the pilot prior to the accidenL

BIRDS AND THERMALS
Dear Sir,

Birds, mostly gulls and sometimes plovers, show a decided preference in this part
of the world to turn right-handed (clockwise) when thermalling. A member on the com
mittee of your magazine wrote once that birds don't turn for fun, so it is logical, I trust,
to conclude that tbermal air often spirals its. way skyward and that birds, sensing also the
lateral wind, fly or soar against it to obtain quicker lift.

It is very tempting, of course, to rush to the hasty if not quite irrational conclusion
that the cyclonic movement of the atmosphere in the Northern Hemisphere imparts this
left-handed spin, particularly in cold front conditions.

If there is any truth at all in such an assumption, then birds in the Southern Hemis
phere will tend to turn towards their left wing. Perhaps some obliging South Africans or
Diggers could send us a few Capricomean observations?

A. W. GODfREY.
Zoure Aviation Club, Belgium.

[Will readers commenting on this letter please note that clockwise rotation seen
from above is anticlockwise seen from below, and vice versa; SO it is best to talk ofleft-hand
or right-hand circles, and if clocks are brought in when describing visible thermals, the
direction of view should be specified.-ED.]

bear Sir,
Midst the hustle of the introduction of new regulations by the B.G.A. governing

the appointment of instructors, one distressing, candid phrase bobs up and shouts for
explanation: "not Air Training Corps". It appears that instnletors.operatin~ with tJ:1e
A.T.C. schools up and down the country are personae non gratae in the mstructor s COCkPit,
~espite the fact that, as the current copy of SAILPLANE AND GLIDING~, nearly f01;1f
tLmes as many souls were trained to the solo standard by these gentl.emen. m 1960 as. m
the rest of the United Kingdom. What is wrong, then? Sure, expenence m the so~~g
~eld in the A.T.C is meagre compared with civilian clubs, but, in terms of ab mltlO'
mstructor technique, the organisation is rich. . .

More: consider the facts. Each and every A.T.C .mstructor.tw~ a. yea~ has (lI.!1d
always has had-no stable door shuuing here) to take ~ w~l~ten exall?1DlI:t1on to A~rmanshlp,
Meteorology, simple Aerodynamics and glider TechmcahtJes, and IS given a flymg test by
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a qualified R.A.F. instructor, usually a mal) with thousands of hours experience. He is
medically examined once a year. D~pending on his cO\TIpetence and experience" he' is·
categorised in one of four levels, by whiCh the extent of his autlml"ity is strictly defined.
A.T.e. schools themselves are run on organised lines, contrasting with the more free-and
easy, quickly-excitable chaos tending to .I'eign at the clubs.

What, then, one asks oneself, makes the categorised A.T.e. instructor the unwanted
man? Surely the poor soul is of some use? Can it be that A.T.e. is just one of those
three.letter words?

In a wider context, one is constrained to muse on the whole issue of A.T.e.-Civilian
club relations. The A.T:C. could be the great ab initio training organisation, providing a
steady flow of members to the clubs, themselves engaging more in advanced gliding.
What an expansion in the gliding movement would result if all these newly-fledged young
aviators could be attracted to the clubs to continue their flying, perhaps by a subsidy
(which should be regarded as an investment), instead of their wings withering for lack of
funds and encouragement.

Pipe dreams, perhaps, but it would be pleasant to see some sort of effort being
made towards togetherness, instead of the present vacuum of peaceful co-ex'istence.

M. C. HALL,
Flying Officer.

Importation of Foreign Gliders

F. G. IRVING,
Chairnwn, Technical Committee.

the Design Requirements to which it is
,constructed, the Type Record if available,
weight and C.g. data, the C. of A. for the
actual machine, and carrying out such test
flying as the Technical Committee may
require by a Test Group or Approved Test
Pilot.

For the guidance of intending purchasers,
the following is a list offoreign types already
certificated by the B.G.A.:

Grunau Baby Ka-7
Meise Avia
Weihe H-17
Krimich II
Ja~kolka·Z SZD-8 bis·
Bocian SZD-9 bis·

·with some restrictions.
In general, the absence of a type from

this list does not mean that the B.G.A. has
decided not to grant certification: it merely
implies that no fonnal application has been
made. However, there is at least one type
for which certification has been refused and
certain others for which certification is
likely to be rather difficult without mo<lifi
cation or the imposition of additional
limitations.

ln their own interests, intending pur
chasers of foreign typc;s are asked to seek
the advice of the' B.G.A. Technical Com
mittee in advaoce.

FROM time to time new and second-hand
foreign gliders are advertised for sale

in SAILPLANE & GUDlNG. In accordance
with the Operational Regulations of the
British Gliding Association, all gliders
operated from club sites must have a valid
B.G.A. or Ministry of Aviation Certdicate
of Airworthiness, a Permit to Fly, or
equivalent Service Document. Exceptions
are made for testing, ot in the case of
foreign gliders belonging to bona-fide
visitors from abroad. However, if a foreign
glider is purchased by a person nonnally
f1esident in the U.K. to be flown at a club
site, Ruritanian documents are not deemed
to satisfy this Regulation.

If the glider is ofa type already certificated
in this country, the B.G.A. will exchange
a valid e. of A. of the country of origin for
a B.G.A. document, subject to an inspection
by an Approved Inspector. This process is
quite straightforward, but it rests with the
purchaser to ensure that the foreign
docurrtentsare in order and that the inspec
tion is carried out.

If the glider is of a type not already
certific.ated in this country, it becomes the
responsibility of the importer to obtain a
C. of A. under the procedure outlined in
"Certification of Foreign Gliders", pub
lished in SAILP~ANE AND GLIDING, OCtober
1960 (p. 308). Briefly, this involves pro
viding documentary evidence relating to
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WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
POSTPONED

A T the meeting of the Gliding Com
, mission of the Federation Aeronautique

Internationale held in the middle of April,
no offer had yet been received from any
country to organise the next World Gliding
Championships, due to be held in 1962. It
was therefore reluctantly decided not to
hold any Championship meeting next year,
since, if any offer wer~ received at the
Commission's next meetlng at the end of
this year, it would give insufficient notice
for a 1962 meeting.

When the Commission met in Poland
during the World Championships of 19~8,
it decided to hold the Championships in
future only every three years, but afterwards
reversed the decision and returned to the
two-year interval.

I F you are not already a member, why not
visit the club one Wednesday evening

details of the regular lectures and film
shows are given below. Anyone interested
in gliding or light aircraft flying is very
welcome.

For those oonsidering taking up gliding
there is a special talk at 8 p.m. on the first
Tuesday of each month. Members and
non-members alike may attend and admit
tance is free.

Besides a lecture room the club has a
bar and coffee bar and the Annual Sub
scription is only £1 (no entrance fee).
Married couples 30/- and overseas and
country m~mbership 10/-.

Further details may be obtained from the
Secretary or caU in ()f telephone the club.

Wednesday Evening Lectures
and Film Shows at 8 p.m.

May 17th National Championships, no
lecture.

24th (Provisional) "Ferry Flying Can
Be FunH

• Some experiences of
delivering aircraft all over the
world by Beverley J. Snook.

31st Reserved for the winner of the
National Championships.

June 7th

14th
21st
28th

July 5th

First film of fortnightly series on
V.S. Air Force Story, from
beginning to 1930.
See posters.
V.S. Air Force 1930-39.
See posters.
V.S. Air Force 1939-42.
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B.G.A. BALL 1961
T HE Annual Ball of the British Gliding

Ass<X:iation which was held at London
derry House on Friday, 10th March, was
one of the most successful yet.

The guest of honour, the Rt. Hon. Julian
Amery, M.P., was unfortunately prevented
by illness from attending, but Air Chief
Marshal Sir Theodote McEvoy, another of
the guests, kindly consented to take his
place. Lady McEvoy presented the B.G.A:s
Annual Gliding Awards and also Silver C
1,000 to Sergeant E. Edwards of the
R.A.F. G.S.A. Moonrakers Club.

The Roben Perfect Memorial Trophy
(for details see page 161) was presented by
Air Commooare G. J. C. Paul on behalf of
the Air League to Philip Wills, who
graciously accepted it for the Association.

A surprise item was the unveiling by
Lady McEvoy of a bust of Philip Wills
which was sculptured, and generously
presented to the Association, by H. A.
Pitt-Roche.

Other gUests were lord and Lady Braye,
who is presenting a cup (details of which
will be found on page 181). Air Vice
Marshal.and Mrs. L.owe, Air Vice Marshal

and Mrs. Scragg, and Air Vice Marshal and
Mrs. Wykeham.

The Beatnik coffee and hot dog bar,
which had been most cleverly decorated by
Frank Kinder and Margaret Kahn, did a
roaring trade throughout the evening.

Another very popular attraction was the
Cross-Country Lucky Dip organised by
Beryl Stepherison and family.

R.O.S.P.A. kindly lent a driving reaction
tester which fascinated glider pilots and
their wives. I was told by tbe chief instructor
that the gI:iding fraternity seemed to have
quicker braking reactions than most.

Barbara Alex.ander had another side
show that caused amusement; this was a
sucking the barograph competition.

Over 360 people attenckd and dancing
to Bill Savill and his orchestra continued
ul'ltil the early hours. M.C.'s Wally Kahn
and Oiff Tippett seemed to keep the
proceedings running very smoothly.

All in all this was a mast enjoyable
occasion and a big hand is due to ¥vonne
Bonham and her untiring committee, who
included (other than those already men
tioned) Barbara Carrow, Belty Fainnan,
Rika Harwood, JilI Walker and Lionel
Alexander.

JULIA.

Paddy Pitt-Roche's bUSI of
Philip Wills, face 10 face
with it'S original. (Offidal

photo by Air Ministry).



Trophy winners and others at the B.G.A. Ball. Left to right: Humphry Dimock (Seager Cup),
Peter SCOIt (Wakejield Trophy). SrLlart Morison (Douglas Trophy), Sir Theodore McEvoy,
Lady McEvoy, Anne Burns (California in England Trophy), Ted Shephard (Douglas Trophy
co-winner). Cordoll Rondel (de Havilland CLIp), Tony Deane.Drummond (Frank Foster
Trophy), A. J. Stone (Volk Cup and Mania Clip), Philip Wills (holdinK the Robert Perfect

Trophy).

Photo by uThe Atrop!all' cl: Aslroullulic.s·'

Stafl(ord Hall and grounds from the air.
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Pilcher Memorial Trophy

L ORD and Lady fraye, of Stanford Hall,
near Rugby, have generously offered a

trophy for annual competition in the
gliding movement, to be called the Pilcher
Memorial trophy, after the British gliding
pioneer. Percy Pilcher was a friend of the
present Lord Braye's father, and carried out
much of his gliding in the grounds of
Stanford Hall until, in 1899, he lost his life
in an accident due to structural failure.

The trophy is to be presented annually to
"the pilet of a glider achieving tlielongest
flight terminating in Stanford Park." The
conditions are:-

(I) The flight to be conducted under
British Gliding Association rules, and all
claims and correspondence to go to the
B.G.A.

(2) The flight mu~t take plaee only on a
Sunday or Bank Holiday Monday between
1st April and 30th September. Cattle are
loose at other times,

(3) A maximum of tWQ turning points
b:fore arrival is perm~ted.

Each suitable day, coloured Mrips will
mark the landing area and two white-

LEICESTER

NUNEATON

coated attendants will be on duty to help
pilots before and after landing. Stanford
Hall Park has many trees, but there are two
suitable strips where Pilcher used to fly. It
is 5 miles E.N.E. of Rugby and 5 miles due
north 0f the Crick terminal of the Ml
motorway.

A L«ture ()D Pilchet'.-0n 12th April
Lord Braye gave an interesting lecture to
the Kronfeld Club'on Perey Pilcher, who as
a Naval officer had derived his inspiration
from watehing gulls and albatrosses at s-:a.
Later, when at Glasgow University a! a
lecturer on naval architecture, he built and
towed through the air ,a full-sized unmanned
glider. After that he made a large number
of glides at Eynsford in Kent,and the
daughter of a man who helped him at that
time has recently sent tord Braye a collec
tion of contemporary Press cuttings, one of
which reports that Pilcher onCe flew 3 miles.

Pilcher often stayed at Stanford Hall and
made a large nUlnber of towed glides there.
Relics of I hose times are to be seen in Lord
Braye's Pilcher Museum in the park
grounds.

I,EICESTER

NORTHAMPTON'
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WHAT a discouraging start to the soaring season the Easter week.end gave us, but
let us hope for better things at the Nationals and wish all competitors the best of luck.

We have news this issue of the recently formed Blackmore Vale Club who are to
fly at the e:-;-R.N. Aerodmme at Henstridge, Dorset, For those interested in joining, the
Secretar-y is G. B. Warwick, The SQua.re, Puddletown, Dorset. In the overseas ~t1on
we have news, after a very long silence, from the Victorian Motorless Flight Group.

Swindon have sent us an excellent photo of their club badge which is reproouced
on pa,ge 188. Have any other clubs got badges or ties tme)' could send in so that we can
continue the series?

I wOl,lld like to thank Press Secretaries for responding so efficiently to my pleas
in my recent circular.

The August issue Press date for Club News is Wednesday, 21st June, as usual
typed double-spaced on foolscap ,and sent to me at 14 Little Brownings, Sydenham .Rise,
London, S.E.23. And don't forget to also include any forthcoming events and photographs
suitable for reproduction.

YVONNE BONHAM,
Club and Association News Editor.

BLACKMOIE VA.LI.l:
THERE have been previous unsuccessful

attempts to start a Gliding Club in
Dorset, but this time a real start has been
made, thanks to the release of the R.N.
aerodrome at Henstridge and the co
operation of the farmer who now m.-ms the
site, Dot to mention the hard work put in
by our Chairman, John Garrood, anq the
committee.

- We think we have set a record in the
formation of Gliding Clubs-four weeks
from the germination of the idea to an
ina'ugural meeting. attended by 70 imer
ested people, a'nd a further six weeks, if all
goes well, to a flying club with 4O-odd
members. cash in the bank and aircraft to
fly. .

We have had some very good publicity
in the loeal Press and on our airfield we
have the use of the runways, a hangar and
some cottages which we hope to convert

to a clubhouse and bunkhollse. At the
moment we are negotiating for a T21 and a
Tutor.

Several private owners of light aircraft
are hoping to stay with us at Henstridge
and have promised us aerotows when we
have ,obtained suitable aircraft.

Here's hoping for a fine summer, and we
hope t,o dispel the fallacy that t~e Black
more Vale has no thermals to offer.

G.W.

BLACKPOOL and FY1DE
T·HE highlight of our .news this month is

the arrival of OUI' new Olympia lb. Our
Chief Flying Instruetor, Jack Aked, went
down to Elliott's for it, did an aerotow the
following day at Lasham and PtOceeded to
contact his first thermal of the year when
well below 900 feet. With considerable
strength of mind he opened the dive brakes
at 2,000 feet and in no time rejoined Ivor
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Stretcb, who was waiting with the trailer
and Land Rover in readiness for the 230
miles journey nor.th. .

A joyful recepuon awaited the somewhat
late arrival of the Olympia.

The following Sunday was a day of very
high wind velocity, but we managed to do
several Olympia flights in the afternoon
after the aircraft had been officially handed
over to us by our President, Mr. Herbert
J. Liver.

Much speculation is rife as to when many
ofavr eager Grunau pilots will be p'romQted
to the Olympia.

l.S.A.

BRISTOL

A T the well attended A.G.M. held on
25th March, Denis Corrick was elected

as tue new Chairman and Doug. Jones as
Vice·Chairman. Changes on the Committee
brought in Rosemary Storey and Ray
Jefferies, and Pete Collier is now C.F.J.

The Rex Young Trophy for the best
progress by a beginner was awarded to
Lucy Barlow. Peter Scott won the Cyril

'wins Trophy for the longest flight (248
miles) and Derek Swwe retained the
Evening World Trophy for the best height
(14.000 ft.).

I"lyingwise, a prolonged dry spell during
March dried out the car park, emptied the
water-tanks and produced a succession of
ridge soaring days. On 19th March in
particular, everyone was up at cloudbase at
5 000 ft. and many hours were logged. At
Easter someone was shot off every time a
gap appeared in the dag, but again only
local soaring was possible.

E.A.W.

CAMBRIDGE

M ARCH 1961 will be remembered in the
Club first fOT the delivery of the new

Skylark 3F and secondly for an exception
ally vigorous start of the cross·country
flying season.

The Skylark 3F arrived by aerotow on
21st March and within a week she had
logged well over 10 hours' thermal soaring,
The position of the new aircraft in the
C1ub"s system of advancement is between
Skylark 2 and Eagle and this means that
the 3F will be flown by a large section of
the membership this soaring season.

It seemed as though a wave of good
cross-country weather had been supplied
together with the new Skylark. By the end
of March there had been three flights to the
East Coast and the total cross-country
mileage exceeded 250.

1,500 ft.
a.s'!'

Fleet: 2 Prefec!s, 3 0Iympi.s,

Skylark 11, 2 T·2Ibs, T.42b.

Subscription £7 Entrance f.. £2
launches 3'·, Flying fee 12'-~ hr.

The
Long Mynd,
Shropshire

BRITAIN'S
FINEST

SOARING
S
'

ITE
Home 0/ the MIOLAND GLIDING CLUB LIMITED

YOU WANT /T( - Wf HAVE /T(
Ab initio training

Advanced ins1ruction
Aerobatic, Blind flying Irllining

5-hour durlltion, Silver "e" Height
Ridge soaring, thermllls, Wllve flying

Excellent residential c1'ubhouse
Good lood Bar

RES/DENT/AL SUMMER COURSES
Writ. for Cours. Brochur. Q/Id M.mb.rship P,osp«tu. to:

'ENQUIRIES',
Midland Gliding Qub Ltd., Long Mynd,

CHURCH STRETTON, Shropshire
Tel. ,Linley 206
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DO YOU WANT A BARGAIN HOLIDAY THIS YEAR?

We offer fully equipped sailplane
and four berth trailer caravan for
hire during 1961
at the following prices:
From 1st April to 14th May -30guineasperweek
From 14th May to13th August-4'O "
From 13th August to 30th

September-30 "
From 1st October to January ,-20

Book early to avoid disappointment and remember we oHer ~h.

following special r.ductions~

Parties composed of service personnel - 10%
If a member of a party completes their Silver C - 10%
If a member of a party completes their Gold C - 20%
If a diamond leg is obtained - 30%

NOTE:

If ~ recognised competition is entered the charie will be 40 guineas J>er week

Brochures obtainable from:

SOARING HOLIDAYS (Glider Hire) Ltd.
121 Commercial Road, Southampton
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C.D.-J.

Gregg, who relinquished the post of chair.
man after serving the club for eight years in
that capacity, was elected Vice-President
and a life member of the club. Our new
Chairman is Mike Hunt.

Vic Carr, John Large and Sbeila Hands
continue their former services to us as
Vice-Chairman, Secretary and Treasurer
respectively. Our new C.F.I., appointed
shortly before the A.G.M., is Lou Glover.
Doe Gregg gave the club a 'Boomerang'
trophy to be presented annually for the
longest out and return flight.

The state of the club fleet is satisfactory.
The Viking made her long-awaited return to
flying at the Easter holiday.

The flying news is heartening. In
February and March we were able to
exceed 100 launches in a day on several
occasions. On tJJe week-end 18/1 9th March,
Doug Cunningbam took the club Olympia
to above 7,000 fl. at Edgehill, three private
aircraft set out on cross-eountries and Spud
Murphy, whose first ·gliding solo was
recorded in the last issue,got his Ccertificate
in a thermal at Bagington.

Over the same two months we have had
five first soloists. These were Messrs. D.
Finndon, Benner, Edwards, WiJliams and
Riley. The last three named went on the
first possible opportunity after their
res~ctive sixteenth birthdays. Three
Olympia cOLlversions-Doug Sadler, Reg
Neap and Frank Neale; and two to
passenger-carrying-Doc Hearn and Phill
Winkley-have occurred in the same
period.

CROWN AGENTS
SUNDAY, 2nd April saw the near-con-

clusion of a very interesting series of
research flights in which this Club was
privileged to play a small part. The club
operated Sliogsby "Swallow" has since
Christmas been placed at tbe disposal of the
Technical Committee of the B.G.A., for the
purpose of finding out the loads which
might be placed on the control surfaces in
performing aerobat-ic manoeuvres, such as
"rolls", and thereby determining the
strength requirements.

"Dessyn" transmitters fitted to the
P.V.P. ailerons: rudder and elevator pass electric

CO impulses to a "black box" known as a
VENTRY "Hussenot Recor<ler" which traces these on

THE club's A.G.M. was held on Friday, a roll of sensitised paper. Air speed and
c 24th February. H. Woodhams kindly "G" are also reGarded photo-electrically,
OntlOues to serve us as President. Doe and analysis of the resultant wavy lines can
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CORNISH
WESTERLIES once more-and good use

being made of them. The 18th March
was particularly good. Ernie Hayman did
his five-hour leg in the Swallow, while
George Collins soared a ten-mile beat in his
gleaming new Skylark 3F, to beyond
Portreath. Bernard Warmington also flew
the Skylark for three hours that day.
soaring for miles along tl1e cliffs, and both
he and George were able to maintain 2,000
feet with little difficulty.

March 26th was another very good day,
in the course of which Peter Lanyon did 28
minutes in the Tutot for his C. George
Tuson had got his C earlier in the week.

George has been--and is-very busy
coping with bookings for our 24 summer
courses, which are coming in very well
indeed.

Dave Treadwell is proposing to build
another trailer for the Club during the
coming months, suitable for either Tutor
or the Swallow. Fred Breeze has been busy
with the C's of A., and a IG-plus and spoiler
mod. on the T.3l. .

Our fleet is now T-21 and T-31 two
se~ters, 2 Tutors, and Swallow, plus
pn~'ately owned Skylark 3F, Meise and
Ayla and, of course, the indispensable
TIger Moth. The Swallow pilots' list has
been increased recently by the addition of
Alan Farmer, Ernie Hayman and John
Kenny.

On 25th March John Brenner gained
both Silver C distance and height in the
Olympia. He got within four miles of his
goal, Great Yarm~uth, where Dr. J. W. S.
Pringle, the PresIdent qf the Oub, had
landed the Skylark on the same day.

The second Silver C distance of the
season was flown on 28th March by A. R.
Ismail wbo took the Olympia 60 miles to
Southwold. only a week after he bad gained
his C Certificate.

Since the trailer for the 3F was not quite
finished, the cross-country flying in this
sailplane was limited to a cautious 34-mile
(riangle which can be managed quite easily
without ever getting out of gliding distance
from the airfield even in a 2G-knot wind.

GB.N.



~ev~l exactly what happens when a glider
IS bemg flown. The Recorder and necessary
batteries were securely fixed to the wing
roots, and the installation had been de·
signed and fitted by Cedric Vernon. His
work culminated in the flights by Dan Smith
at Dunstable, when a series of loops, half·
rolls, sJow rolls and inverted flights was
performed.

J.E.G.H.

DEVON & SOMERSET
(FORMERLY TAUNTON VALE G.C)

AT the Annual General Meeting it was
. agreed that the Club's name be changed

to the Devon and Somerset G.c. which is
we feel, more appropriate. '

John Pomeroy was presented with the
Kelsey Trophy for the fastest flight to
Exeter Airport in a Tutor and Reg Chubb
with the President's Trophy for having made
the greatest progress in 1960. Reg did the
club's first Silver c: 5-hour leg on the cliffs
near Sidmouth, before low cloud forced
him to land on the shingle beach. When the
weather is suitable, we hope more 5-hour
legs will be done on the cliffs.

The Club fleet now consists of a T-2l,
T.3l, two Tutors and a Swallow, together
with a syndicate Kite and a Skylark 3.
Already this year we have been able to
make much gI'eater use of our two ridges
and have lll<lIlaged to contact waves over
tbe airfield, in both Westerly ;ClOd Southerly
winds.

Eight courses have been .arranged and
are fully booked for the coming season.
Old hands in the gliding movement will be
amused to learn that on our first course
starting on 29th May, under Sam Tolman's
instruction, we have booked a Mrs. A.
Welch, Mr. B. Masters and Mr. Bums!!

P.E.B.

DONCASTER
THE main news from Doncaster tbis

month is that the wave has been
located. Peter Grime, in the Skylark, flew
about two miles upwind off a winch launch
and then climbed to 4,000 ft. This looks as
if the lee wave off the Pennines can be
contacted from Doncaster and opens up
great possibilities except that it is directly
under the airway (base 5,000 ft.).

On Easter Monday Arthur Midgly be
came the first member to go from ab·initio
to Co

M.C.U.

LASHAM
T HE recen,"spell of fine weather came a.s a

. welcome change after a depressmg
wmter. March produced some 2,900
launches and with the Clayton winch, tow
car and Austers going from dawn to dusk,
200 launches a day was exceeded on more
than one occasion. Some good soaring
days ~esulted in the year's first cross
countries and 5-hour flights.

Mea;nwhile, much midnight oil has been
burnt 10 organising the multifarious details
of the Nationals and we can only hope that
the weather co-operates to make the biggest
gliding meeting yet, also the most suecessful.

Thanks to a great deal of help from
many. quarters the major problem of
secunty of tenure seems at last on the way
to being solved. It may not be too long
before the pipe dream of a decent clubhouse
and new hangar becomes reality.

J.N.C.

LONDON

FIRSTLY, some good news. John Jeffries,
who has on occasions in the past

instructed part-time both here and at
Camphill, is to take on full-time instructing
at Dunstable. This very popular appoint
ment should restore much-needed con
tinuity and drive to our training programme.

Not so good news-the Eagle fuselage is
up at Kirbymoorside, and the wings iD our
workshop, undergoing extensive repairs.

Plentiful hill and thermal soaring in
February and March brought two C's
J. Argent and I. Seth-while three Silver
Durations were gained, two by lady
members, Elizabeth Hargreaves and Angela
West, and a third by Albert Tamow.

The unspeakable Easter weather was
brightened by the arrival from Sweden of
two Weihes (famed for their smart sink and
small brakes), whose new owners hlId an
easy time outsoaring the rest of the fleet
and a less easy time landing within the
confines of our portion of the rolling
Downs.

Cedric Vemon has fitted the Crown
Agents' Swallow with devices for recording
continuously control deflections, airspeed
and ·G'. This should tell us just what goes
on when one attempts rolls and other
inverted aerobatics with varying degrees of
hamfistedness.

The growing horde of private owners have
expanded their workshop so that now two
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hours. Alan Jetferies had a good trip in the
Meise. We shall be looking forward to
hearing of some good flights from Ahm
when he returns to South Africa in July.

The less said of the Easter Rally the
better, as rain washed it out completely,
·and we extend our sympathy to all eom
petitors and crews and to the hard-worked
Rally Committee.

However, we would remind pilots that
the North Easterlies may arrive still and if
you want to come, aetotows are available
every day except Monday, if yOll would
ring "TatTy" Rich (C.F.I. power) before
hand at Swanton Motley 274.

W.B.R.

NORTHAMPTON
I NSTRUCTOR Geof Pentelow "kited" the

Swallow to the full extent of a cable
some' 4,300 ft. in a strong Nor-th-Westerly
wind on 26th Februll.ry.

The following Saturday saw the eagerly
awaited arrival of Harvey Britten complete
with his Tugmaster, and so our general
tTaining began .to incorporate regular aero·
tows.. The foll~wing day almost, it seemed,
as a gesture ofdlsaPIJroval of the Tugmaster,
?ur old faithful winch blew out everything
It could in the front engine. A. new engine
has, however, been fitted under the skilled
supervision of Ralph Hawkirigs, Reg
Spokes and other willing hands.

In a brief spell Qf thermal activity on
SatJ.lrday, 18th March, Tony Barrows
reached 4,000 ft. in the Swallow, and th~

following day quite a nllmber of local
soaring flights were recorded.

The C.F.I., with Stan Norsted and Eddie
Clarke, have put in many hours of work
on'tlie Sl\ylark 2, carrying out a complete
check, followed by a respray.

D.W.W.

e.G.

trailers and two gliders can be worked
on without. difficulty. The Ottley btlilding
is getting hke a sausage machine, emining
trailers at the rate of neaTly one a month!

M.B.

NORFOLK & NORWiCH
SwantonMorley
WE enjl?>:ed the pleasllre in .February of OXfORD
.. ~,v1Slt from abo.ut eIght gliding AT the Eighth Annual General Meeting

bods from Boxted Airfield, near Col- . of the Club, Professor G. C. VaTley,
chester, who tly. a Cadet glider there. L. A. S~echleY and S. J. Taylor were again
O~ Saturday., 18th March, unexpected elected to serve as Chairman, Hon. Sec-

soarl!l~ was enjoyed by five pilots. Although retary and Hon. Treasurer respectively,
cOn.dllJCDJ'1S looked unpromising due to the whilst John Ems will continue to be C.F.L
anticyclone, surprisingly strong lift was and Chris Hurst will again minister to the
o~tamed and Alfred Warminger took the needs of the dub's aircraft.
c ance to air his new 419 and fly it a few V. R. Collins and D. E. Everard were
miles to Little Soorin~ for their Rally of re-elected with J. Wren and D. Evans who
Powered aircraft. struggled tQ good effect with our Ground
Norma~ Brett reponed the green baIJ at Equipment last ¥ear. This year they will be

the top of the tube in one thermal and Peter aided by. J. Womack, who joins the Com
Salrllon kept the Skylark 2: up for over two mittee with R. Simpson.
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MIDLAND
THE Easter Task-Flying Rally, just

completed, goes down in our records as
the wettest and the only one we have held
which has had to be written off, not one
day bejng a ·competitiort day.

A. little hill-soMing was J)QSsible on the
first two days, which was some consolation
for the folk who came so far to fly. On
Easter Monday the sun fought its way
through the clouds for a short while and a
free distance task was announced in a light
Northerly wind.

Six pilots left the site, but all came to
earth under almost complete cover, the best
distance being 24 miles. The following day
we woke up to a snow-eovered Mynd, which
really was the last straw.

Our retrieving winch has been so changed
by Jack Minshall during the winter as to
make it unrecognisable. In place of the
two-stroke engine, a fout-cylinder Ford
engine has been fitted, complete with
water~workS a]:]d has been mounted on the
rear of an old retrieve vehicle for transport
and stability. Reports are that it is a great
success.

Col. Benson celebrated the arrival and
first flight of his Skylark 3F with a wave
flight to 7,200 ft. a.s.!. on 2nd March. one
of the best flying days we have had for
months.



The latter celebrated by being converted
to the Olympia, of which he is part owner,
and Donald Lowe, another of this syndicate,
made an attempt on the Silver C Duration
from an· aero-tow to Edge Hill. Dis
appointingly the Olympia landed "at the
bottom" in good company after 4 hours
3 minutes.

By Easter we had flown on as many days
as last year but the weather left its mark by
one hundred fewer launches.

However, we produced five more flying
hours and recorded three less soarable days
and since very few of our flights commence
with an aero-tow it would seem that our
overall ability contioues to improve.

Our Skylark syndicates had hoped to
obtain some measure of our prowess at the
Swanton Morley Rally, but this is now part
of the sorry story of Easter.

L.A.S.

SOUTH WALES
WITH our Tutor at Slingsbys for a T-3l

conversion, we will not be airborne
before ]l:Jnc. Our site has proved effcctive
for ridge soaring, some hour and half-hour
trips being made. Two members flew the
required time for the C but do not qualify
yet.

A second trailer is under construction
and two members are attending an instruc
tor's course at Perranporth.

Sunday, 8th March, provided soaring
for every solo pilot on the site-lift at 8 up
being experienced at 300 feet while snowing!

H.I.S.

SURREY
ON 21st January there was a Farewell

Party for Briao Masters, who has left
to take up an instructor's post at El Mirage,
California. This party also became a
celebration for Anne and Denis Burns, who
scooped most of the world records while
in South Africa.

The warmer weather before Easter
encouraged old faces to appear and take to
the air. Ray Duckett managed to do his
five hours on his first flight this season. also
Ferelis Wills, while Rocky Stone and Hugh
Hilditch did 100 km. triangles in good time.

Saturday, 25th March, was an excellent
day with nearly all the machines at Lasham
in the air at one time. During the afternoon
Wally Kahn arrived from Bicester-the
task on that day being a goal race to
Lasham. David lnce and John WiUiamson
arrived soon after. Wally Kahn was the

winner of the R.A.F. Championships at
Bicester. •

Easter saw most private owners setting
off for rallies held at the Mynd and Swanton
MoTley. At Swanton Morley the Surrey
Club was represented by four Skylark 3's,
all of which t-ook to the air once on Good
Friday, which was the only hopeful day
there. However, members made the best of
a bad thing and went on a Cook's Tour of
Norfolk searching for places to eat and
also bird watching.

Congratulations to our Chairman, Sydney
Swallow, who married Jennifer McDowall
on 18th February.

J.W.

SWINDON
SINCE our last appearance the club has

aC<!uired a car badge (see photograph).
This was developed (with permission) from
a printing block designed by Mr. C. T.
Cuss in 1919· for the original "Wiltshire
Light Aeroplane & Glider Club".

The new Olympia was aerotowed from
its test site-Thruxton-to South Marston,
despite indeterminate weather.

Enthusiasm has grown in the parachute
section. Anyone interested in ground
training (jumping optional) please write to
Brian Porter, 67 Graham Street, Swindon,
Wilts.
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Easter Su_ndaY p~ovided much activity
with a visit ~ronl th~ Biggio H!1l Flying
Club. PrentlCe, ChJpmunks, Tigers .and
Jacka,!'OoS were set aside in one corner of
the airfield while their pilots explored the
possibilities of Q~r T·3 J.

Visitors to SOCial Qr flying events will be
most ,,'elcome.

Secretary's Gull III and also a Bergfalke U
two-seater from "Aviator" in Jutland.

This season's soaring is well under way
and the Club has logged n hours' during
the last three weeks., A Sliver C gain in
height of 3,600 feet was obtained on-Easter
Monday-but, alas, without barograph!

G.M.

SERVICE NEWS

BANNERDOWN (Colerne)

I N spite of the March winds we' have been
very active and have totalled 42 hours in

the month. One A and B was gained and
our retiring secretary initiated the cross
country flying with a Silver C height and
distance, for a flight to Old Sarum. On
Easter Sunday our first lady member went
solo to gain her A.

c Our Novices Cup, gene-rously pr~ented
oy Harry Danjels, has yet to be awarded ,()
the best novice progress in the, air, and on
the ground.

Four members attended the R.A.F.G's.A.
Wave Project at Carlisle alld gained valua
ble experience.

S.B.

J.CR.

EAST ANGLlAN (Duxforcl)

D.ESPITE mechanical troubles, flying has
continued as much as the weather

allowed. Our first soaring trips have been
made with John Delafield hogging ,an hour
in the Eon Baby and odd trips of 15-30
millutes each.

Congratulations to Bill Boarman and our
Chairman, Group Captain Winskill on
gaining their A and B ,in the Tutor, and also
to our c.P.I., Max Bacon, on establishing
the British Two Seat Absolute Altitude
Record in the Eagle at Carlisle with a
height of 19,900 ft.

Alec Caudron has made a wonderful job
ULSTER of the Eon Baby trailer and is at the moment

making modifications to our tflird winch.THE sudden death last year of our Pete Dawson also mended the tractor when
I Secretary and Founder Member the it threw a big end.
\~~ehMr. William LiddeIl, has left the' club several members went to the B.G.A. Ball

It a deep sense of loss. "BiIlie'" was and came back just in time to start the next
Iln10llbtedly the "Father" of gliding in day's flying, which commenced at 01.00.
re and. One impressed onlooker was overhe<lrd

an:J"fe hav~ resolved to forge abead in 1961 to say: "You can't miss t~e instructors;
or thiS, purpOse have obtained the late they're the ones wearing the dinner jackets."
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YORKSHIRE

M ANY hill sites do not have facilities for
aero-towing and so this Easter the

Swallow was taken to Crosby-on.Eden ·to
give senior pilots the opportunity to qualify
fOT the Natll;mals and Categorisation. Some
seven club pilots had their first tows there
and in the three days available some 53
tows were carried out.

Only Easter Monday was a satisfactory
soaring day. A task was set fpr an out-and
return to Kirby Stephen. Only Jock White
in the Skylark 3F completed the task, but
Ian Paul of the Newcastle Club landed at
the turning point. The Swallow went up to
7,000 feet twice.

At Sunon Bank we have had some
excellent waves in FebrlJary and March.
Ritchie Pick has taken the Swift to qver
9,000 feet twice. On 4th March he was able
to soar over the North Riding, and reached
his best height over Harrogate.

On the 25th March waves wefe again
present wben be and Frank Ratldall of
Newcastle Swallow Syndicate went up to
9,000 feet again. J@hn Ice.ton in the Club
Swallow gained 4,000 feet.

In the previous week a member of the
Cleveland R.A.F.G.S.A. Club at Leeming
took a Tutor up for five hours and found a
wave that took him to 7,.500 feet.

"!"rai':1ing goes, forward well 'apd Fred
BainbrIdge ancl Boo Whiteley both com
pleted their flying tests for their C's.
Massman and Waldron have been converted
to the Swallow. Smallwood has been sent
solo.



Dave Stephens in the Kite had a hair
raising experience. He was struck by
lightning, knocked unconscjous for a few
seconds and unable to release because of
shocks from the release knob. After a safe
landing, the aih:ron cables were found burnt
nearly through, with some other damage.

A.W.H. & D.V.D.

HOME COUNTIES
(Hornchurch)

W E wound ourselves into the air again
at the beginning of February after a

winter's hibernation.
We passed on the T-]I to Four Counties

in January and in the same month we took
delivery of our new Olympia. We now h.ave
a T-21, a Cadet, a Grunau and the Olympia.
Our C.F.T., Ron Taylor, flew the Olympia
at Bicester in March in rather indifferent
weather and knocked up 80 miles on four
cross-country flights.

The weather at Easter spoilt our flying
programme, but we are hoping for bette.r
luck for our soaring f~rtnight in the middle
of June.

We have had one certificate this year so
far-a B for S./L. Taylor.

We had the opportunity to lend a hand,

and a cable, to Roy Hubble and Philippa
Bnckley, whe l;3/1ed in en route for Swanton
Morley with the Kent syndicate Skylark.
We look forward to seeing more visitors
during the summer, especially jf they happen
to be airborne.

G.H.M.

MOONRAKERS
O UR contratulations go to Eddie Edwards

. who was presented with his Silver C
The B.G.A.'s I,OOOth-by Lady McEvoy at
the RG.A. Ball. Also congratulations to
Mac McKenna who has gone solo since our
last report.

Though th.e first soaring of the season at
Upavon was experienced on the 19th
March, when John Willie reached 7,000 ft.,
there is Iiule more to report from the flying
side of club affairs. Of late, effort has been
concentrated mainly on repair work and
this together with R.A.F. team practice and
the Easter Rally at Long Mynd has curtailed
our activities somewhat.

Howevrr, one ray of hope in an otherwise
gloomy report is the maiden voyage of our
new 40-ft. uailer which "hit the road" at
Easter when it went to Long Mynd.
Everyone agreed that it is a credit to its
buildc:.rs-Taff Thomas and his team.

D.W.L.

- .
Sergeam E. F. Edwards receives Silver C No. 1,000 from Lady McEvoy
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WINDRUSHEIS (Bicest.r)

A LONG absence from Oub News has
given rise to the rumQur that the

Windrushers at Bicester are now defunct.
Annual statistics for 1960 and the recent
R.A.F.G.S.A. Practice Week (reported
elsewhere) proved the rumour completely
unfounded.

The Club continues to flourish year by
year and despite the poor 1960 season we
broke all records for launches and hours,
and collected the highest number of
certificates and legs of any club in the
R.A.F.G.S.A.

Recently we have unfortunately lost the
services of FIt.-Lt. Dave Cr'ethey as C.FJ.
M. PIt. Ken Poole is now C.F.!.

We have also lost the valuable support
and guidance always given by Flt.-Lt. Ron
Dunn who is at Farnborough with Dave.
We wish him every success with his new
club, Wessex, at Andover.

During the winter a number of Wind-

rushers have visited the R.A.F.G.S.A.
Wave Project at Carlisle. Whether new to
wave soaring or old hands, alt agree this
facility for winter gliding is always a great
success.

This club could not have struggled
through this very wet winter, which always
makes operation from a grass airfield most
difficult, without the valiant efforts of our
local instructors, Dave Parry and Ron
NewalI. The club also owes a lot to Ron
for his wizardry in keeping the winches up
to scratch single-handed.

A and B certificates have been gained
by Flt.-Lt. Jock Cameron, L.A.c. Nonning
ton, A./A. Stan Grice, J.IT. Jenkinson,
A./A. Bruce GourJay and Mr. Squire
Hoyle. More recently a C flight was gained
by Mr. Bob Harvey in an early March
thermal and an A and B gained by 1st Lt.
Charlie Newcomer, D.S.A.F., converting
to gliders from multi-jet aluminium
monsters.

P.l.P.

OVERSEAS NEWS
AUSTRALIA LOI50 teams did well.

I T has been quite a few years since news Previous champion, Jack Iggulden. was
of the Victorian Motorless Flight Group just beaten for the title and we had five of

made the pages of SAILPLANE & GUDING. the first ten pJacings, also Dave Ferguson
The group has expanded to over lOO flying in the LOI50 set up a 200-km. triangle
members and there are four club sailplanes record of 48.9 m.p.h. III
and three private syndicates. Since then the syndicates have not

Last year we replaced our Kookaburra ventured abroad as soaring at Berwick has
two-seater with the new long-wing version been the best ever. Even the T31 has been
from Edmund Schneider Ltd., and this new to 7,000 ft.
type has accumulated an impressive flight The Tandem TUtor could have gone even
log. higher but the instructor, in shorts and

The new "Kooka" has proved so popular sandals, cut the flight short despite the
that another has been ordered to replace temptations of 20 ft./sec. lift. Best heigl:)t
~ur T~I which has given sterling service on recorded at Berwick was 14,000 ft. in blue

CIrCUIts and bumps" over the last seven air thermals by the Kookaburra.
years. In any event the soaring weather is in

To help finance the new glider the veteran marked contrast to last year's dismal
"Golden Eagle" has also been sold. The flying. All the gliders have made long
"Golden Eagle" was designed aDd built by flights.
Mr. H. G. RichardsoD in 1937 when it was Best of these were Rupert Brown (Skylark
the best sailplane in Austrnlia and for many 2) 260 miles, Gary Sunderland (LOlSO)
years was our "flagship" . .239 miles, Bill Iggulden (Gull IV) 236 miles,

On the last week-end of flying with the Otto Brand (ESS6 Nymph) 190 miles and
club the GEl! scored another Silver C Ron Roberts (ESS2B Kookaburra) 140
~uration and distance to complete an miles. Many Gold and Silver C awards
Impressive career. were completed but, surpl'isingly, no

This, season has been, without doubt, the additional Diamonds.
~t ~or many years for the Group. At the A few A and B awards have been earned

atlOnals" our Gull IV, Skylark 2 and must most of this season's crop of trainees
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have yet to go solo.
However, the next two months should

see most of them off in the n I before it is
sold. The Instructors Panel can then
draw breath and revise the training pro
gramme to the new machines.

The old system of ~pr()gression", under
which a pupil transferred from T31 to
Golden Eagle to Kookaburra and then
Nymph will be replaced by one in which
a fully trained pilot is produced on the
long-wing Kookaburra and solo conversion
occurs at a late stage.

This latter system, as outlined by Ann
Welch, has been used by quite a few
Australian clubs over the years and found
to be practical and safe.

G.S.

TREVOR Sherrard also writes from
Brisbane: "3,500 mile X/C by HUller

HJ7; flying time I hour 57 minutes."
This ShOllld make the big boys sit up and

take notioe.
Actllally the aircraft was trailed from

Perth in Western Australia, across the
Nullabor plain to Gawler, South Australia,
where I took delivery.

After the comps, I trailed it,. via Mel
b<>urne, to Brisbane and then my partner,
Max Howland, took it the final ISO miles
to Kingaroy. There it makes full use of the
excellent thermal flying.

The I hour 57 minutes involved was
local flying at Gawler and Waikerie in
South Australia.

There have been quite a few long trails
in Australia,

Recently, I understand, the HI7 from
Alice Springs turned up in Townsville in
Nortn Queensland-how that trip was
arranged I don't know. However, it would
involve quite a few thousand miles.

BRISTOL GLIDING CLUB
NYMPSFIELD. GLOUCUTERSHIRE

w. off.r ....eell.ne th.,....I. hiJl and wave IDaring It
11 site on the western .dge of Ihe Cots..olds, Nr.
SI_d.

Fleet inch.des Skylark 11, Olymp~, P,.fecl, Tutors and
Dui Training M.chin... Aerotowing IVlil.bte.
Ccmlortable Clubbous.o, firsJ class Cant••n, lunkhoU-M:
and BM.

Sull'lmer Gliding Holidays for ,b·inilio Non~Membe1S

W.ito to:- BRISTOL GLIDING CLUB.
Nymll.f1o'd,. Nr. Stonohou.... G'o••

T•• , ULEY 34:1

The historic Gull I, which started its
Australian career in Sydney, found its way
to Alice Sprin~, then to Onslow, right up
in the North-West of Western Australia.

Australia is the land of distances and on
a Nullabor crossing, it's 450 miles between
beers! Perhaps the fact that \ve travel 150
miles to our gliding site is an indication (''If
enthusiasm.

T.S.

THE CRUSADERS
(R.A.F. Akrotiri, Cyprus)

StNCE our last report we have taken
delivery of our T31(b) fuselage from

Slingsby's, presented by the Nuffield Trust.
Owing to the fact that the T31(b) wings
have not yet been completed, it was
necessary to convert the Tutor win.gs to
T31(b) standard.

Since flying commenced with the new
machine on the 12th March 1961, we have
instituted a programme to train the first 12
pupils, during whicb we have so far com
pleted 260 launches.

Our members comprise a wide cross
section of our communi ty, including ground
and Squadron air-erew, and even three
wives.

Membership is a difficulty since our
runway airfield and one two-seater operating
limit the number of launches we can offer
and also the pupils we can train. The advent
of our 2nd two-seater should materially
improve this situation.

We had three notable flights in the Tutor
before its conversion, the best of wbich was
an hour's flight to 5,000 fL by Roger
Brundrett, and one of 45 minutes by our
C.F.l., Bill Owens.

We are anxiously awaiting the arrival of
our T.21(b) and Swallow.

Do your Gliding on the Comlsh Ri"iertl

The CORNISH GUDING CWB
ou.... courses between

10th APRIL and 6.h OCTOBER

on its ",.gnificent coastal Cliff ~ring Site in t~e

Hurt 01 Ihis I....d holid.y .r••.
2 Irulrvdon - nu",be,s limited to e

2l ..ilos 01 golclen ..ncls, ,he bo" ...,1 barhing beach..
in the coun'ry - and all ,he usual holiday ilmcnirics.

Visitors .Iways very welcome
Id••1 for fa-",ilies end Jriend.

Apply, Lt.-Col. G. E. Tuson.
Hol",on·. e,.'t 80••• Nr. Truoo. Co.....o"

Phon.: P.rr.nporlh 3361
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Advanced

including cross· country
flying, in high performance

R. Stafford Alien

7
GLIDING CLUB

*****/'
in,struc'tion

"E.ag/e" 2-seoter

/

~st.• bl. Do",ns, Beds..

~nst.bl. 63~19 '

Mana,ger' :

LONDON

Scottish Gliding Union
Portmoak. Scoilandwelf. by Kirwoss

Training from ab-initio to advanced rating"
ExceUent hiJl, thermal a'nd wllye lOoIlring in beeuliful

surroundings

Summer Courses ll1h June~9th September

Club Fleet j.nc'ludes:
T.21's, TUTORS, SWALLOW, TWO OLYMPIAS

Well appointed ClulHo.ln!l
h. & c. in all bedrooms

Visitors and 'Visiting i1ircraft, wekome

Full Membership or Assoda'te Membership available

Write 10 rhe Secretary. for further details

The Derbv~hire and Laoca$hire
GUDING CLUB

Camphill, Gre"t Hucklow, Nr. Tideswell,
Derbyshire

The Club has [WO dllal control machines and
offen .Ie:rncnt;jlry. interm.•dia"tlt ~I)d hiz:hpe.r.
formance facilities.

Pri'f'aul Owners are c:a'terC!d. (or and a fulJ
time Ground Engineer is employed.

The comfortable Ciub House. Dormitories:
and Canteen are under the care of a Resident
Stewar.d ilnd Stewardess.

At'Camphil1 there ar~ all those thinz:swh:ch
,"ake the cDm-plete Gliding C~ub!

Wrire ,ro rhe SeerelOry for detail. of MembershifJ
ond Summer Courses.

Lasham Gliding Centre
A Federation 01 seven clubs operates at

La.ham wilh communal Training, Launching,
and Social Facilities provided by the
Lasham Gliding Society.

THREE FULL ru.£ PROFESSIONAL
INSTRUCTORS

FOUR T21 B'S FOR DUAL AND EARLY
SOLO TRA1N'IHG

INTERMEDIATE AND ADVANJ:ED
SOARING WITH THE CLUBS

INSTRUCTORS' COURSES

FLYING EVERY DAY

*
New Ab·lnilio members welcome

Unsurpassed lacilil.ies lor private, owners
and syndicate groups

Wrir. f'o:

J. N. COCHRANE. General Manager
LASHAM GLlD:NG CENTRE, ALTON, HANTS

SURREY GLIDING CLUB
High-performance gliders a\lailable for
thermal soaring at Lashamcin almost
every day throughout the year.

Training with i-asham Gliding Society

FOf' de.oils w,ite to:

The Secretary. Surrey Gliding Club,
Lasham Clidlng Centre.

A,lton. Hants~

YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB
Site: S_ulton 8.•nkt Thirslr., North Yorkshire (1000It. LJ.Ll

heellent Hill, Thermal IInd Wa¥e Soaring alrf'eilabJe
on ttlc Hambledon Hills.

Full T,I:";"g COUrs., aVlil.ble· for bc'S'innerll .nd 'B'
pHals in summer season.

Good Club house facililies, including dormitories
Resid.nt Slaff.

Fleet includes, SWALLOW, KITE 2, TUTORS & T·21B.

Visitors Welcome, W',i,. for further details;

Secrelary. Sultcn Bank, Thirsk. Yorks.
Tel. Sulten (Think] 237.

Please "'entlon "Sailplane • GlldlnSll'f' when nplylng to adv.rtI........
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Telepholle: METropolitall 920/ & 9202

Cables: AVANTS. LONDON

A. H. Vane & CO., Ltd.
GLIDER FABRIC SPECIALISTS

Iando House, Bart11010mew Closet Lonc1on, RC.l

WELCOME ALL THEIR FRIENDS
TO STAND NO. 3

During the Internat;on.al Gli«(cr Trade Fair -•

OTTLEY MOTO,RS LTD.
£Stablished ove, 30 year. tS repairers 01 all Iypas of mech'nical

devices, tncluding engine overhauling and luning.

Manufacfurers and repaireu of III types of molor bodies, thassi., ale.

Finishes on metail and wood of ,U descriplion. including cellulose
and varnish.

De.ignerJ and Manufacturers of/he
Oil/ut Relea>e Gear•. Sui/able for

Sailplane. and Aeto Tugs.

ManufaclurerJ and repairers of all JYP.I of Sailplanes .nd Glider.
Machines coUecled and deliver.d.

A.~.B. Approved.

Fully experienced staff for all deparlmenfs.

ESlim..r.s fr•••

11 CRESCENT ROAD, WOOD GREEN,
LONDON, N.22

Telephone: BOWfS PARK A568




